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The world of classical Indian literary theory is vast and complex, and it had long seemed to me that any attempt to produce a historical reconstruction of even a part of it, such as the discourse on aesthetic experience, was foolhardy. Given that this theory is among India's most luminous contributions to humanistic knowledge, however, and that there is so little of it, in translation or in exposition, that one can confidently recommend to students and general readers, the attempt seemed worth making. I first tried assembling a small team to produce a Rasa Reader, distributing the different chapters to different specialist scholars. My colleagues were perfectly willing—but their schedules were not. When months of delay had turned into years, I decided to take on the task alone. After half a decade of work on it, I can affirm that my initial cautions were fully justified.

The Rasa Reader is the first in a new series of historical sourcebooks that aims to make available to a contemporary reading public—students, comparativists, and interested generalists no less than specialists—translated and annotated texts from the major scholarly disciplines of classical India, arranged in such a way that the principal arguments and disputes can be observed in their historical development. That no such works exist, whether dealing with Indian aesthetics or rhetoric, hermeneutics, logic, or anything else, is a result, as series contributors are learning, of the serious difficulties involved on every front.

In the case of classical Indian aesthetics, the original works have often been very poorly transmitted (a trait that distinguishes this field from the others), and even when the integrity of the texts is assured, some of them can be obscure to the point of impenetrability. The arguments are often complex in themselves and presuppose knowledge of many different disciplines—hermeneutics, logic, philosophy of
language, psychology—and deep familiarity with literary texts, some of which have vanished. The thought world the Western reader is entering here is remarkably sophisticated and subtle, and even those inside the tradition were sometimes confused or simply uncomprehending; this Reader’s jungle of endnotes is testimony to both the text-critical and the interpretive challenges the materials present. Making sense of the conceptual shape of this world, moreover, requires confronting very real intellectual-historical and theoretical problems. And this is to say nothing of the challenges of translation. The unhappy history of English versions of Sanskrit technical writings demonstrates how enormously difficult it is to achieve clarity, consistency, and accessibility, to say nothing of readability. Even after engagement with core questions of Indian aesthetics for almost twenty years and continual work on this book for five, I am sometimes uncertain whether I have come much closer to resolving some basic problems than when I first encountered them, or to giving them an English form that does the original justice.

Let me address some of these matters in a little greater detail, starting with the texts I have included in the Reader and how I have structured it.

Although it is painful to think of the many extraordinary works of classical Indian aesthetics that have been lost, fragments are sometimes quoted by later authors, and a large number of complete works have indeed been preserved. As for the fragments, I have assembled all available for a given author and ordered them as coherently as possible; the arrangement and some attributions remain speculative. From the major works, I have tried my best not to omit any significant argument from fifteen centuries of discourse (save in the rare case where an outstanding translation has recently appeared). I have not suppressed material that is sure to seem perplexing (here Bhoja is exemplary), in order to illustrate the very real conceptual challenges that confront us, or even material I am unsure I understand myself (Abhinavagupta presents numerous instances), in the hope that others may learn from my shortcomings and do a better job. Some texts were excluded, either because of space constraints or because I view them as redundant. The word “classical” in the subtitle of this book refers to a tradition of theorists who grappled with the problem of rasa in Sanskrit. The reception of this theory within other South Asian traditions—its acceptance as the basis for Brajbhasha poetics, its complex interaction with Sufi mysticism in Avadhi poetry, its relation to the very different conceptual orientation of classical Tamil poets—is outside the scope of this book (and the competence of its author).

However varied the historiographical conceptions among the thinkers themselves represented here, I present their texts for the most part in strict chronological order. There are some problems with this approach. The Treatise on Drama was undoubtedly
revised, possibly in Kashmir in the eighth century, but the work as a whole is as much as five centuries older. It therefore must come first, despite the likelihood that its earliest commentators knew nothing of some ideas it advances in the form we now have it. The commitment to chronological presentation has been broken in only a few cases. The *Mirror of the Heart* of Bhatta Nayaka and its rich elaboration in Dhanamjaya and Dhanika's *Ten Dramatic Forms* and *Observations* antedate Bhoja (Bhatta Nayaka by as much as a century, the latter pair by a generation or two), but Bhoja is, puzzlingly, ignorant of their innovations. Instead he offers, for all the apparent idiosyncrasy of his overall system, what I regard as a summa of the classical tradition, and hence I place him earlier in the Reader. Vopadeva’s early fourteenth-century *Pearls of the Bhāgavata* is placed after Bhanudatta’s early sixteenth-century *River of Rasa* to illuminate its links to the development of the devotional rasa. But Kavikarnapura’s *Divine Jewel of Ornamentation*, though slightly later than Rupa and Jiva Gosvamin, precedes them in the Reader because it represents, to my mind, an older viewpoint that those works critique.

An additional complication to chronological order and intellectual-historical coherence is entailed by the presence of commentaries. On the one hand, these are works intimately related to their primary texts—which can sometimes be almost incomprehensible without them—and it is reasonable to present them together. On the other, commentaries often exhibit much later thinking, and to present them along with the texts risks violating a core historical principle of this collection. Some (or parts of some) approximate stand-alone works, and I have placed them on their own (preeminently Abhinavagupta’s *The New Dramatic Art*). Others, however, are so intimately related to their main texts that such sequestration was not an option, despite their conceptual distance. We need to keep this in mind when reading Bhatta Narasimha, of perhaps the sixteenth century, who raises issues that would never have entered the mind of Bhoja, the eleventh-century author of the *Necklace for the Goddess of Language*; similarly, the twelfth-century Tilaka sometimes approaches the early ninth-century Udbhata with entirely anachronistic presuppositions. Vigilance is clearly required when commentators contradict their authors on the basis of concepts unavailable to them: Ruyyaka, for example, applies Abhinava’s ideas in evaluating the *Analysis of “Manifestation”* of Mahima Bhatta (who knew but was uninterested in them), and Lokanatha Chakravartin puts forward those of Jiva Gosvamin when critiquing Kavikarnapura’s *Divine Jewel*.

For reasons of space no less than coherence, anything in the commentaries not pertaining to rasa has been excluded. The same holds for the illustrative verses adduced as examples, even though these were often chosen as the best that Sanskrit poetry has to offer. This is an even more unfortunate loss in the case of the poetry
composed by the poet-scholars themselves to illustrate their propositions (Vidyana
atha and Bhanudatta are among the most significant), for which the reader may
have no other translations available. But to have included these poems would have
swollen the size of this work beyond all manageable proportions. I only give them
when the main argument would otherwise become unintelligible, as in the selections
from Mammata’s Light on Poetry.

It will quickly become clear from the style of argument that Indian aesthetics
was a discipline intimately tied up with other aspects of philosophical thought; the
standard format of most later treatises, “memorial verse” followed by prose “exege­
sis,” offers a formal sign of this kinship. And clearly, if we are to gain a granular
understanding of rasa theory and do justice to the often profound ideas at work in
its historical transformation, we need to have a better grasp of the complex and
sometimes strikingly discordant ontologies and epistemologies that marked Indian
thought over these fifteen centuries—Vedic, Samkhya, Buddhist, Jain, Shaiva, Vaish­
ava, and so on. It has not been possible to include that background here to any high
degree, but I console myself with the knowledge that the series this book inaugu­
rates is intended to provide the foundations for precisely this sort of historical-
philosophical analysis.

The translation of technical terminology has offered special difficulties. Any
reader of contemporary Western scholarship will be familiar with the vexations
caused by specialist vocabularies, and classical Indian theory has them too, only more
so. For one thing, the Sanskrit intellectual tradition throughout its history displays
a preoccupation, often maligned as obsession, with both taxonomic comprehensiv­
ness and descriptive precision, and the two tendencies worked together to expand
the terminological domain relentlessly in every discipline. For another, classical aes­
thetics in particular felt called upon to invent an entirely new lexicon precisely to
make sense of the entirely new sort of experience that the aesthetic represents—
something our authors never tire, century after century, of explaining. The woman
who is a cause of desire in a man in everyday life is not in the same way a cause of
desire in the character on the stage, the actor playing the character on the stage, or
the spectator in the audience watching the actor play the character. New terms were
needed to capture the difference in these two processes and the panoply of their
associated components.

The problem the translator confronts, besides grasping these distinctions in the
first place (and in some cases this is exceedingly hard), is to render them in intelli­
gible English. “Foundational factor” for the aesthetic counterpart of that mundane
“cause” may not be a phrase that rolls off the tongue, but it is close to the original and
immediately makes clear (or clearer than the usual translation, “determinant”) exactly
what is meant. Indian thinkers usually refer to these components—foundational (ālambana-) and stimulant (uddipana-) factors (vibhāva), transitory emotions (vyabhicāri-bhāva), psychophysical responses (sāttvika-bhāva), and physical reactions (anu-bhāva)—as a single category (vibhāvadi), which I translate as “aesthetic elements” (similarly, “desire, etc.,” ratyādi, is often used for the category “stable emotion,” sthāyī-bhāva, and is so translated).

Inventing new terminology to make sense of newly perceived phenomena was an ongoing process in the history of Indian aesthetics. Bhatta Nayaka’s hermeneutical revolution in the tenth century required the coinage of a range of new terms, such as “commonization” (sādhāraṇikarana) and “experientialization” (bhogikṛttva, bhogikarana), and the repurposing of older ones. Thus bhāvanā, or “actualization,” used in scriptural hermeneutics to explain the verbal force of Vedic commandments, was reconceived as the mechanism for experiencing literary emotions. Abhinavagupta a few generations later would speak, for the first time, of the phenomena of “factorizing,” “reactionizing,” and “colorizing” (vibhāvana, anubhāvana, samuparaṇjakatva), and borrow from Shaiva theology a term at once earthy and numinous to describe the “rapture” of aesthetic experience (cāmatkāra). Old words were also being used in new senses, such as Anandavardhana’s dhvani, originally just “sound,” and accordingly need marking as such; hence the term “implicature,” rather than the quotidian “implication,” borrowed from the philosopher H. P. Grice (not an exact fit, since Grice’s word could also translate the contending term “sentence purport,” tātparya, borrowed from Vedic hermeneutics). Any clumsiness should usually be chalked up to my failure, though sometimes it does reflect the original. Readers of Heidegger will understand.

It is banal but true to say that successful translation finds the sweet spot between domestication and estrangement. Take the Samkhya theory, vastly disseminated across the Sanskrit knowledge systems including aesthetics, with its three elements of psychophysical reality, sattva, rajaḥ, and tamāḥ. To leave such terms untranslated would simply deepen the darkness for the lay reader. Rendering them as “sensitivity,” “volatility,” and “stolidity,” while not necessarily providing perfect translations in all circumstances, preserves something of the unfamiliarity of the original while conveying a digestible notion of the basic arguments in which they are invoked in aesthetics: one’s mind must be receptive to the aesthetic object, while one’s natural inability to focus and preternatural indifference to whatever is outside one’s self have to be overcome for this to happen. For the same reason and in the hope of recovering a sense more faithful to the tradition, I have sometimes rejected a widely used translation—“love in separation,” for example, in favor of “the erotic thwarted,” which reflects the aesthetic system’s own understanding of vipralambha-śrṅgāra. Of
course, “traditional” understandings themselves have histories, and while I have con­sidered it essential to maintain consistency in translating technical terms to enable the reader to follow the discourse over time, when change occurs, I have tried to signal it in translation.8

A problem of a more complex sort is presented by the word bhāva, translated here as “emotion,” since its semantic field extends to notions sometimes dramatically at variance with what the English word would suggest. “Emotion” itself is a nebulous category in English. “Devotion,” “boredom,” “interest,” and “surprise” have been included in it (and think of the history of its predecessors “passion” and “sentiment”), but the Sanskrit term can be even more elastic. Although Abhinavagupta at the end of the tenth century defines it in a way entirely familiar to us (“an experience pertaining to oneself and consisting of an awareness of pleasure or pain”),9 for many early writers bhāva can comprise physical as well as affective states. The thirty-three listed by Bharata include torpor, numbness, sleepiness, and the like; Abhinava claims the list is really an open one and encompasses such states as hunger and thirst. Not all thinkers felt comfortable with this latitude or perhaps even with the physicality of bhāva itself (whereas Bhanudatta in the early sixteenth century defends the traditional category vigorously, Bhoja in the early eleventh replaces “possession” and “dying” with “jealousy” and “attachment”). However variously “emotion” itself may have been understood in the West, clearly no single English word is capable of communicating bhāva’s very wide domain of reference. Add to this the fact that bhāva comprises not only the subjective sense of emotion but also its objective cause; sometimes it even stands for the vibhāva itself, the foundational factor (the same can be true of their underlying nouns: bhāya in Sanskrit can mean both fear and whatever induces fear, i.e., danger; kautuhala, both wonder and whatever excites wonder), and can therefore require the translation “factors and emotions.” Then too, Sanskrit aestheticians were sometimes as unclear about some of the affective states as we are; dhṛti, one of the transitory emotions, is sometimes understood as “satisfaction,” sometimes as “constancy.”10

Analogous in the degree of its cultural unfamiliarity and relative fluidity is the broader sphere of Sanskrit terms for the cognitive faculties. Lacking as we do an adequate historical psychology for India, it is hard to gauge how accurate are the English translations “intellect,” “mind,” “heart,” and “mental state” for terms such as buddhi, manas, antahkarana, and cittavṛtti. Part of the issue is the superabundance of subdivisions in the categories of classical psychology, far more than English vocabulary can differentiate. But again this is compounded by contending definitions across the philosophical systems and occasional uncertainties. The logician Bhasarvajna of Kashmir, a generation prior to Abhinava, says about the manas: “It is
through the *manas* that we become aware of pleasure and pain." Such an account would seem to equip us well for grasping Abhinava's observation that the spectator's apprehension of a stable emotion en route to becoming rasa has the character of "direct awareness" and occurs in the *manas*. Perhaps Abhinava means to contrast *manas* here to the *buddhi*, intellect (which has a component of volition), or *antahkaraṇa*, "inner organ" (often seen as a combination of *buddhi*, *manas*, and ego, *ahāmkāra*; perhaps "heart"), where linguistically mediated understanding occurs. But uncertainty grows when, in trying to make sense of the old category "actions of mind (*manas*), speech, intellect (*buddhi*), or body" (which preceded, or at least complemented, that of the four types of acting that later became standard), we bump up against the remark of the earlier logician Vatsyayana that "By *buddhi* is actually meant *manas*."

Otherwise, the psychological vocabulary in English usually aligns reasonably well with the Indian categories once we figure them out. What makes the translation of Indian emotion terms harder than it has to be is the impoverishment of contemporary English idiom for talking about feelings. We no longer have acceptable words for describing sexual love, for example. "Erotic" is all that is left, and I have adopted it perforce for *śṛṅgāra*, since that rasa is concerned above all with physical desire, and not primarily with "love" (later writers such as Kavikarnapura make this distinction crystal clear). Worse, and oddly so, is the situation with the comic rasa. There is no simple word to describe the feeling that something is funny; "amusement" is our one resort, however rare that may have now become in the emotional sense.

The one exception to these general rules guiding the translation concerns the term that I have chosen not to translate at all: *rasa* itself. It is not simply that rasa is the very unit of analysis and the object of study; rather, much of the discourse of Indian aesthetics is directed toward answering the question of what exactly it is. Translating the term would unhelpfully predetermine the answer, and so the range of possibilities has been allowed to emerge from the discussions—which turn out to offer in their own way an account of what the best translation(s) would be. I have treated in the same manner the derivative *rasika*, literally "he who, or that which, has or tastes or experiences rasa"; and like the class categories discussed earlier, *rasādī*, "rasa, etc.,” though it technically includes all the rasas, emotions, semblances of emotions, and other subcategories, is generally rendered simply as "rasa."

A few less problematic choices require only brief comment. The word *kāvyā* is at once a superordinate term, "literature," which includes poetry, poetic prose, drama (thus, "belles lettres"), and a subordinate term, used to distinguish literature meant to be recited before an audience from literature meant to be performed in a theater. When that distinction is clearly drawn—and it is an important one in this context,
given the history of the extension of rasa theory from the latter domain to the
former—I translate kāvya as “poetry” in contrast to “drama,” though sometimes also
as “literature heard” in contrast to “literature seen” when the Sanskrit terms (śraya
and drśya) are used and seem specifically to require it. By contrast, I render it as “lit­
erature” when both genres are meant or no decision as to their differentiation can
be made. Indian theorists, incidentally, never unambiguously refer to readers, only
to listeners. But I feel certain that many Indian authors meant “listener” to include
“reader” (just as classical Greek critics used akroātēs to refer to both). I thus con­
sistently refer to “the viewer/reader” (and not “viewer/listener”) as the audience
of kāvya in its combined sense, and also use “viewer” and “reader” when drama and
poetry, respectively, are specifically under discussion. All technical terms are orga­
nized in an English-Sanskrit glossary that lists the choices I have made.

The aim of producing as readable a sourcebook as possible has encouraged me to
really try to translate the thought as well as the words of our authors. I therefore
put into the translation what is implied in the text and consistently eschew the
tangle of brackets that chokes so many translations of technical Sanskrit with
pedantry. Anyone who knows Sanskrit will not need brackets to understand how I
translate as I do, and those who do not will not care (the same holds for diacritics in
proper names, which I have eliminated). Brackets are used only for numbers or
letters to help the reader follow an argument, and for the page numbers of the original
within a selection. Parentheses enclose material that is itself parenthetical in the
original, as well as page numbers at the start of a selection.

I have tried wherever possible to consult manuscripts in the case of textual un­
certainties. The most important are those of the Abhinavabharati, but copies of
materials held in Trivandrum were able to be acquired very late in my work, and could
be used only sparingly. Where multiple editions of a Sanskrit text are listed in the
bibliography, the translation is based on the one listed first. In citing prose texts,
where chapter and verse number are not available, I supply both page and line num­
ber (e.g., 282.1; when there is more than one volume, 1.282.1). An asterisk indicates
conjectured names of works no longer extant (e.g., *Commentary on the Treatise on
Drama, of Bhatta Lollata). In the annotations, references to the original verse num­
ero or pages of texts (identified by their abbreviations) include “above” or “below”
when the passage is excerpted in the Reader; actual page numbers in the Reader have
been added only when deemed essential.
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Compendium of the Ornament of Poetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exegesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarding the Tradition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewel Mine of Symphony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp for Transcendence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light on Emotion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light on Implicature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light on Passion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light on Poetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhaktirasāmṛtasindhu</td>
<td>(1540)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāvyanirṇaya</td>
<td>(975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyāktiviveka</td>
<td>(1025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasagāṅgādhara</td>
<td>(1650)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laghuṇīkā (of Bhatta Nrisimha)</td>
<td>(undated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laghuvṛttī (of Pratiharenduraja)</td>
<td>(900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasakalikā</td>
<td>(1200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vyākhyā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Nātyaśāstravyākhyā (of Bhatta Lollata, 825; of Shri Shankuka, 859; of Bhatta Nayaka, 900)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaṅkārasaṁvasva</td>
<td>(c. 1150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaṅkāra-austubha</td>
<td>(1550)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasikasaṁjīvinī</td>
<td>(1215)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāvyālaṅkāra-saṁgraha</td>
<td>(800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivṛti (of Tilaka)</td>
<td>(1100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śrutānupālīni</td>
<td>(950)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saṁgītaratnākara</td>
<td>(1225)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaivalyadipikā</td>
<td>(1300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhāvapra-kāśana</td>
<td>(1200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhvanyāloka</td>
<td>(875)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Śṛṅgāraprakāśa</td>
<td>(1050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāvyapra-kāśa</td>
<td>(1050)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF SANSKRIT TITLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Title</th>
<th>Sanskrit Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literary Investigations</td>
<td>Kāvyakautuka (975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking Glass of Poetry</td>
<td>Kāvyādarsa (700)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual of Poetry</td>
<td>Kāvyānusāsana (1150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror of Drama</td>
<td>Nātyadarpana (1200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror of Literary Art</td>
<td>Sāhityadarpana (1350)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror of Poetry</td>
<td>Kāvyadarpana (1650)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror of the Heart</td>
<td>Hṛdayadarpana (900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necklace for the Goddess of Language</td>
<td>Sarasvatikanṭhābharaṇa (1025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Tippani (of Namisadhu) (1068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>Avaloka (975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornament of Poetry</td>
<td>Kāvyālankāra (of Bhamaha, 650; of Rudrata, 850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornament of the Fame of King</td>
<td>Pratāparudrayasobhūṣaṇa (1320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prataparudra</td>
<td>Durgamasāṅgamani (1541)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage Through the Impassable</td>
<td>Bhāgavatamukṭāphala (1300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearls of the Bhāgavata</td>
<td>Ratnaśri (950)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratna’s Glory</td>
<td>Taralā (1400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Central Gem</td>
<td>Dhvanyālokālocana (990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eye for Light on Implicature</td>
<td>Ratnāpana (1430)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jewel Store</td>
<td>Dīpikā (of Bahurupa Mishra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lamp</td>
<td>Rasāṁavasudhākara (1385)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Moon on the Rasa Ocean</td>
<td>Sāhityasudhāśindhu (1592)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nectar Ocean of Literary Art</td>
<td>Abhinavabhārati (1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Dramatic Art</td>
<td>Rasatarrāṅgini (1500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The River of Rasa</td>
<td>Kāvyaprakāśasāṃketa (1150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Short Explanation of Light on Poetry</td>
<td>Ekāvali (1300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Single Strand</td>
<td>Daśarūpaka (975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ten Dramatic Forms</td>
<td>Vakroktījīvita (975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Vital Force of Literary Language</td>
<td>Pritisandarbha (1550)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatise on Divine Love</td>
<td>Nātyaśāstra (early centuries C.E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatise on Drama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## OTHER WORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Title</th>
<th>Sanskrit Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Commentary on Grammar</td>
<td>Mahābhāṣya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ascetic King of Vatsa</td>
<td>Tāpasavatsarāja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The River of Kings</td>
<td>Rājatarāṅgini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tying Up the Braid</td>
<td>Veṇīsāṃhāra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABh</td>
<td>Abhinavabhāratī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Aṃkāra kausṭubha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmŚ</td>
<td>Aṃrūṣātaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Aṃkārasarasvavas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AŚ</td>
<td>Abhijñānaśakuntalā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVM</td>
<td>Abhidhāvyrttimātrkā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhM</td>
<td>Bhāgavatamuktāphala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhP</td>
<td>Bhāvaprakāśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhPu</td>
<td>Bhāgavatapurāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhR</td>
<td>Bhaktirasāyana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BhRAS</td>
<td>Bhaktirasāṃrtasindhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKA</td>
<td>Bhāmahakāvyaśāṅkāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Camatkaracandrikā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DhĀ</td>
<td>Dhvanyāloka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DhĀL</td>
<td>Dhvanyālokalocana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Daśarūpaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPVV</td>
<td>Īśvarapratyabhijñānīvṛtivimārśini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>Kāvyānuśāsana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KĀ</td>
<td>Kāvyādārśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAS</td>
<td>Kāvyālāṅkārasūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASS</td>
<td>Kāvyālāṅkārasārāsāṅgraḥa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD</td>
<td>Kāvyadarpaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLV</td>
<td>Kalpalatāviveka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>Kāvyamīṃsā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Kāvyaprakāśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Kumārasambhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBh</td>
<td>Mahābhārata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Mālatimādhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVC</td>
<td>Mahāvīracarita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Nātyadarpaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NŚ</td>
<td>Nātyasastra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Pāṇini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMS</td>
<td>Pūrvamīṃsāsūtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Pratāparudrayasobhūṣaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Pṛritisandarbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAS</td>
<td>Rasārṇavasudhākara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK</td>
<td>Rasakālikā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RKA</td>
<td>Rudraṭa Kāvyālāṅkāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Rasataraṅgiṇī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>Raghuvamsā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Sāhityadarpaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKĀ</td>
<td>Sarasvātikanṭhābharana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRĀ</td>
<td>Saṃgītaratāṅkāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSS</td>
<td>Sāhityasudhāsindhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Book Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŠP</td>
<td>Śrīnāraprakāśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Tantravārttika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URC</td>
<td>Uttarāmacarita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VJ</td>
<td>Vakroktijīvita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>Vākyapadiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>Venīsamhāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU</td>
<td>Vikramorvaśīya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
<td>Vyaktiviveka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.</td>
<td>verse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.l.</td>
<td>varia lectio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A RASA READER
Introduction
An Intellectual History of Rasa

kāṃ prchāmāḥ surāḥ svarge nivasāmo vayaṃ bhuvi/
kim vā kāvyarasah svādhuh kim vā svādhiyasi sudhā//

The gods live in heaven and we on earth, so whom can we ask which is sweeter, the rasa of poetry or the nectar of immortality?

—ANONYMOUS

1. WHAT WAS “AESTHETICS” IN CLASSICAL INDIA?

What exactly we are experiencing when we see a play or read a novel is one of the core questions of the humanities, because that experience is one of the core aspects of what it means to be human. Entering into another world, by some measure an unreal one, and losing ourselves in it completely is an almost everyday occurrence, but one that only gains in mystery because it is quotidian. To watch ourselves watching something unreal, and willingly embracing that real unreality, no matter how sad or terrifying, is to enter into a fascinating hall of mirrors. Making sense of the reflections in this hall is what “aesthetics” in part is concerned to do. Although storytelling in drama or poetry is a universal human practice, few people have meditated as deeply and systematically on the questions it raises as thinkers in India, who over a period of 1,500 years, between the third and the eighteenth centuries, carried on an intense conversation about the emotional world of the story and its complex relationships to the world of the audience.

In gauging the contributions of what, for reasons I will specify momentarily, we may call Indian aesthetics, it would seem prudent to put the empirical horse before the theoretical cart and ask first what the thought world of classical India actually looked like, and only then to see how, if at all, it might align with present-day conceptual categories. The series in which this book appears, however, is intended not
only for specialists but also for generalists and comparativists, who not unreasonably would want to know at the outset something about how their own thought world maps against what they are about to encounter.

To this end, it makes sense to begin by clarifying what we mean by “aesthetics” and asking how it has come to be what it is today. To address the first question, it is less helpful to know what people now abstractly take “aesthetics” to mean than to see what they pragmatically do with it. We can gauge something of this pragmatic understanding by looking at a contemporary overview of the subject, like a recent Oxford anthology. This consists of six sections of readings; the titles of four are: “Why identify anything as art?”; “What do artists do?”; “Can we ever understand an artwork?”; and “How can we evaluate art?” These are all questions no Indian thinkers before modernity, at least none who wrote in Sanskrit, ever systematically raised, not because of their incompetence but because of their different cultural presuppositions and conceptual needs. For one thing, there was no unified sphere with a particular designation we could translate by the English term “art.” There were separate cultural domains of poetry (kāvya), drama (nāṭya), music (śāṅgīta, consisting of vocal and instrumental music and dance), and less carefully thematized practices, with terminology also less settled, including painting (citra), sculpture (often pusta), architecture (for which there was no common term at all), and the crafts (kala), which could include many of the preceding when that was deemed necessary. In these separate domains there was never any dispute, at least overtly, about what was and was not to be included, though sometimes works passed into and out of a given category, according to historically changing reading or viewing practices. Furthermore, almost everything outside the literary realm, let alone the cultural realm, remained outside classical Indian aesthetic analysis (including nature: though Shiva was a dancer, God in India was generally not an artist). There are exhaustive normative descriptions of painting and music technique, but these comprise no systematic aesthetic reflection. Painting is referred to only once in all our texts, in a celebrated analogy on imitation framed by Shri Shankuka around 850 and repeated down the centuries. Music is mentioned only a handful of times in passing, and although a celebrated musicological treatise does frame rasa as its central aesthetic problem, what it offers is standard literary rasa; the question whether music can be narrative or programmatic, or why and how we respond emotionally to it at all—questions that intrigue contemporary aesthetics—was never asked. Indian aesthetic theory was founded upon representation of human emotion in the literary artwork and our capacity not just to find the representation “beautiful” but to get inside it.

As for questions of creativity and genius (pratibhā), Indian thinkers certainly were interested in them, but they never thought it necessary to develop a robust theory
to account for their nature or impact on the work. Interpretation was never thematized as a discrete problem of knowledge in literary texts. Hermeneutical theory was expanded from scriptural to literary studies beginning in the mid-ninth century, but literary interpretation as such was something to be pragmatically addressed in the course of exegesis. And although larger theses were offered about how meaning is produced, a work’s overall meaning was rarely posed as an explicit, let alone as a theoretical, question. Critical judgments were certainly rendered, strengths and weaknesses were recorded, and forms of practical canonization were widespread (in anthologies, praise poems, imitation), but literary evaluation itself was not framed as a philosophical problem. Last, while careful attention was directed to beauty (saundarya), especially in literature (which does have a role to play in aesthetic reflection), beauty was typically disaggregated into its constituents—figuration, naturalistic description, verbal texture, modes of meaning production (such as implicature), and emotional register—and never became an object of abstract consideration in and of itself.

In two other sections of the Oxford anthology, however, the Indian and the contemporary Western disciplines overlap: “Why describe anything as aesthetic?” and “Why respond emotionally to art?” Although the second would never have been framed as an option in India, these two questions bring us to the core of the Indian concern with aesthetics, a term we may therefore unhesitatingly adopt despite the fact that no single word in Sanskrit is available to translate it. (Remember that even in English “aesthetics” is not found in the intended sense before the eighteenth century.) What Indian thinkers wanted to figure out above all was what exactly distinguishes an aesthetic from a nonaesthetic object or event, and how that distinction plays out in audience response. But this was something they were able to do only once they had analyzed how emotion was formally created—and the analysis they developed provides something as yet unavailable in Western aesthetics: a systematic account of how emotions are represented, a “general inquiry into the character of the emotional structure specific to what we call literature.”

As for the particular history of aesthetics as a discourse in the West, we need only delineate what that means for our understanding of the Indian case and provide a few benchmark questions to bear in mind as we proceed. There is now widespread agreement that the origins of what we recognize as Western aesthetics have something centrally to do with the coming of Western modernity. In the eyes of Max Weber, the leading exegete of that historical rupture, art in premodernity everywhere was completely subordinated to the religious sphere. Only with the growth of the “rationalization” of life that defines modernity, and the associated shrinking, in Weber’s assessment, of religion’s capacity to provide salvation did the aesthetic sphere
for the first time become autonomous, initially as a surrogate for and then as a competitor of religion, with its own value system of taste contending with that of religious morals (a view for which Matthew Arnold was a key representative in England). A more politically textured reading would understand the aesthetic sphere as an ideological form constructed at once in connection with the rise of class society and as a challenge to it, but also deeply shaped by the European experience of colonialism. Hegel’s aesthetic theory, for example, emerged not only from the new bourgeoisie’s contemplation of its own world but also from its confrontation (represented in Hegel’s comparative method) with what was not of its own world.8

Aesthetics was famously invented as a European academic discipline by Alexander Baumgarten in 1735, though philosophical aesthetics has its origins a decade earlier in Francis Hutcheson’s *An Inquiry Concerning Beauty* (1725). By far the most influential contribution to the field has been Immanuel Kant’s *Critique of Judgment* (1790). For Kant, “taste is the faculty for judging,” and judgments of “taste” determine whether or not something is beautiful and are based on feelings of pleasure. His principal concern is with the subjectivity of such judgments; they have nothing to do with what in his view constitutes real knowledge. The most important modern account of the modern aesthetic revolution, at once intellectual-historical and philosophical, is that of Hans-Georg Gadamer. The rise of what he calls “aesthetic consciousness” in Kant and especially Schleiermacher refers to the devaluation of aesthetic knowledge. True knowledge became exclusively scientific; the hermeneutical “knowledge” rendered by art experience was shunted off to the purely subjective realm and relegated to a place between the skeptic’s quotation marks.

Core to the dominant views on the rise of Western aesthetics, then, is a set of shared assumptions: that the creation of a domain of art entirely separate from religion is a phenomenon associated with, even partly defining, modernity; that the rise of the discourse that takes this domain as its object was conditioned in part by modernity’s work of “purification,” to use Bruno Latour’s idiom, and in part by the cultural problems posed by its evil twin, colonialism; that the rise of scientific rationalism was accompanied by a devaluation of what was not science, and that therefore the knowledge, moral and emotional and otherwise, that art offers and aesthetics aims to explain was rendered nonknowledge. This is the horizon of interpretation that modern students by default bring to the study of classical Indian aesthetics and that shapes their understanding. How far Indian thought corroborates these assumptions, or instead explodes them, will emerge from our reconstruction. This raises intellectual-historical problems of its own, as do the many parallels between the Indian and Western traditions—not least, the use of the category “taste” itself, the most literal translation of the word *rasa*. 
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One of these parallels lies in the overall conceptual configuration of the problem of emotion in literature. Theorization in the West, at least in the modern period, often juxtaposes concerns with the author’s emotion in the creation of the literary artwork (as in “expression theory”) with the emotion embedded in the text by virtue of its formal properties (as in American New Criticism) and with the reader’s emotional engagement with the text (as in some versions of reception theory). A strikingly analogous set of concerns can be found in India, but here the ideas take on the contours of a sharp historical development.

The earliest evidence we have of rasa, or at least a component of the rasa complex, lies in the story of the “first poet” and the creation of poetry; this was followed by a long period of intense analysis of the formal structure of the aesthetic object, beginning with the foundational text of the discourse, the Treatise on Drama. The aesthetic revolution in the tenth century brought to the fore the aesthetic subject—the audience and its response—though older conceptions would persist, if sometimes in strikingly new formulations.

2. RASA IN THE POET

In the Rāmāyaṇa of Valmiki (last centuries B.C.E.), the first work of what would come to be called kāvyā, or classical Sanskrit literature, the poet recounts how a sage passed on to him a tale about the deeds of the great Prince Rama (who, along with his wife, Sita, would supply the paradigmatic examples of hero and heroine throughout the history of Sanskrit aesthetics). When Valmiki later sees a hunter kill a bird in the act of mating, he experiences a transformative moment of śoka, grief, and he spontaneously utters a curse in a form of language utterly unfamiliar to him, namely śloka, versified poetry. In this story we find the first acknowledgment not only that the specific power of literature lies in the expression of emotion—the phonemic correspondence śoka/śloka maps an ontological one—but also that the expression of the poet’s own emotion constitutes this power.

That “the poetry is in the pity” of the poet was a conception still alive almost a millennium after Valmiki, though now couched in a more theoretically sophisticated idiom. The mid-ninth-century thinker Anandavardhana, when arguing that it is rasa that makes literature literature, explains that it was to demonstrate this fact that “the grief of the first poet... was shown to be transformed into verse. For grief is the stable emotion of the tragic rasa.” The idea that the literary artwork is an expression of the author’s own emotion is summarized in an oft-quoted verse of Ananda’s: “If the poet is filled with passion, the whole world of his poem will consist of rasa; if not, it will be completely devoid of it.”
This Indian version of the expression theory of literary creation informs some of the earliest systematic thinking about rasa. We find it in the Treatise on Drama, in one definition of the all-important term "emotion": "Emotion" (bhāva) is also so called because it serves to 'bring into being' (bhāvayan) the poet's inner emotion (bhāva), by means of the four registers of acting: verbal, physical, psychophysical, and scenic."13 And it reappears in one of the earliest discussions of rasa in the rhetorical tradition. Around the beginning of the eighth century Dandin declares that "Rasa is found in both the language and the subject matter, and insightful people become intoxicated by it like bees by honey"; his tenth-century commentator Ratnashrijnana explains that "by 'insightful people' is meant poets who understand rasa... it is they who become intoxicated by a poem filled with rasa"—that is, no doubt, by their own poem.14

Yet over time, Indian thinkers would move far away from this view and never really return, for they came to understand that rasa cannot be a response to the real world, the world outside the theater, for there, grief is truly grief. It was precisely the difference between the two experiences that became their preoccupation. The poet would continue to be included, if with ever diminishing frequency, in discussions of who really experiences rasa. In fact, it is surprising to see Bhatta Tota, the teacher of the celebrated Abhinavagupta (c. 1000), still asserting on the threshold of the aesthetic revolution (and in a way irreconcilable with his student's later views) that "the protagonist, the poet, and the audience... all have the same experience," and even the author of that revolution, Bhatta Nayaka himself, maintaining the position.15 At the end, however, these references are more commendatory than substantial. The poet's emotion becomes a vestigial question, found only in a type of literature containing not rasa but only emotion, given that the feelings involved ("desire" for God, for example) are excluded by the canonical definition of rasa and hence can never develop into it. The "predominant element" in such work remains the speaker's, that is the poet's, emotion. Elsewhere, what the poet himself felt would become irrelevant to Sanskrit poetry and its theory.

3. RASA SEEN, IN THE PLAY

The organized presentation of aesthetics, beyond the desultory remarks of early poets, forms a subordinate component of two closely related bodies of śāstra, that is, a body of systematic thought, or theory. One of these, which was both earlier and more consequential for the history of classical aesthetics, is nātyaśāstra, the theory of drama. Its origins are unknown, but as a structured form of thought it is unlikely to predate the early centuries C.E. The other is alāṅkāraśāstra, poetics or literary the-
ory generally, which arose around the sixth century but gradually appropriated the discourse on aesthetics, especially with the demise of dramaturgical theory after about the thirteenth century (most of the texts here are in fact from works on poetics). A key problem in aesthetic theory was finding ways to connect these two disciplines, which meant extending a system originating in “visual literature,” or drama, to “aural literature,” or narrative poetry.

The oldest extant text on dramaturgy in India is itself titled Nātyaśāstra, the Treatise on Drama, and is ascribed to the sage Bharata. The original composition (early centuries C.E.) was revised at some point, most probably in ninth-century Kashmir, where we observe a new and intense commentarial interest in the work. The Treatise is a comprehensive account of everything from the ritual preliminaries of a theatrical performance to the various types of acting (language, gestures, facial expressions, costume and makeup) to music, dance, and stage design, clearly addressed in the first instance to those who create and perform drama. Chapter 6 is the closest thing we have to a foundational text of the discipline of aesthetics, where the celebrated “aphorism on rasa” is found: “Rasa arises from the conjunction of factors, reactions, and transitory emotions.” Explaining this compact statement remained for a full millennium and a half what it meant to explain aesthetic experience.16

It is in keeping with its purpose and readership that the Treatise should be concerned with rasa as something generated by the formal features of the drama. The analytical dissection of objects in the world that present themselves to us ready-made is at the very heart of the Sanskrit intellectual tradition, most prominently on display in the work of the Sanskrit grammarians. One of the aims of the Treatise is accordingly to break down the phenomenological unity of the drama into its constituent parts. These include the “leading male character” and “leading female character,” the bases of the emotional structure of the play: depending on which aspect of this structure is emphasized in the story, the man can be represented as the “foundational factor” of sexual desire, say, for the woman, or (more frequently) she the foundational factor for him. Other beings (or things) function as the foundation for other emotions, but the set of emotions available for representation is finite; there are eight and eight only, the dominant or basic emotions. The characters move through different scenic contexts that stimulate their desire (moonlit nights, for example, or pleasure gardens), and can therefore be identified as “stimulant factors.” No one experiences a basic emotion pure and unmixed, but rather conjoined with other feelings of a more ephemeral nature—the “transitory emotions,” longing, disquiet, or despair, for example, in the case of sexual desire. These, which number exactly thirty-three, are more complex than the translation “emotion” might suggest, since they include physical events such as torpor, sickness, possession, and
dying, and traits such as sagacity that we commonly understand as inhering in a person in a stable way. Such emotions are interior phenomena, unknowable to others except through the physical “reactions” with which they are invariably connected: seductive glances, for example, in the case of desire (physical reactions constitute an open category, and therefore are not numbered and listed). Finer distinctions can be introduced in these physical reactions by identifying those where the psychological dimension (sattva) is more prominent: the perspiring, horripilation, and pallor that occur in connection with desire are different from those that have purely material causes (heat, cold, illness), and may therefore be classed as “psychophysical responses” (sattvikabhāvas), eight of which are identified.17

From such an analytical perspective the play looks like a jumble of disconnected components, but the very performative—and almost alchemical—process that characterizes drama and that forms the subject matter of the Treatise subordinates and homogenizes them. They are ultimately combined into a whole, where each component is at once preserved and subsumed, that constitutes the unified emotional core of a given scene and of the play as a whole. This core is its rasa, or “taste,” which may be likened to the flavor of a drink of multiple ingredients, complex but unified.

Many readers new to the analysis of rasa—and some in the tradition itself—react unfavorably not only to its apparent numerological obsession, its mania for counting and listing, but also to the very supposition that emotional phenomena can be listed and counted. Yet making sense of emotion in literature is partly about making sense of emotion as such, and thus defining and delimiting it. This is all the more the case for authors and actors, who are concerned with making emotion, not just making sense of it. Every tradition of inquiry into the emotions, ancient Greek or imperial Chinese or early or late-modern European, has sought to define and list them, especially those held to be basic.18 If we think carefully about the list of eight in the Treatise—desire, amusement, grief, anger, determination, fear, revulsion, and amazement—we will recognize that it comprises only those that can actually be communicated in performance. For “literature meant to be seen,” one descriptor coined early on and perhaps in the Treatise itself for distinguishing drama from other types of belles lettres, emotion that can be seen was naturally counted as basic.19 Some scholars who have studied the question of emotion and physical expression, like the philosopher William James, have found a very close, even defining, connection between them: “A woman is sad,” he wrote somewhat counterintuitively, “because she weeps.”20 But others have held, more persuasively and more in harmony with the Indian view, that there are invisible emotions, such as motherly love. As Darwin described it, “No emotion is stronger than maternal love, but a mother may feel deepest love for her helpless infant, and yet not show it by any outward sign.”21 Such
emotions could never be rasa—until such time as the boundaries of “literature that can be seen” would no longer define what rasa could in fact be.

One of the most important and fertile yet intractable questions for the entire subsequent aesthetic tradition is what Bharata thought rasa is—or in the terms that would later be used, where it resides and who experiences it. Given that the fundamental concern of the Treatise is performance, and that, as a result, its analytical concern is the formal features of drama, it is understandable that Bharata should consistently discuss rasa as something located in the performative event, in the actors and the characters they represent (as also, as we have seen, in the heart of the playwright). In the Treatise, as one scholar has observed, the words rasa and bhāva (emotion) “invariably” refer to the activity of the artist and not the spectator, “the aesthetic situation, the art object outside,” not any subjective state of reception. Both the Treatise taken as a whole and its earliest interpretations corroborate this judgment. The text’s overriding concern and its typical descriptions show that for Bharata, rasa was an emotional state in the character that “arises” when the various formal components of the drama enumerated are successfully “conjoined” in performance. And this assessment is exactly what is presupposed by the contentious course—whose contentions would otherwise make no sense—taken by the entire later history of aesthetics.

There is more to the organizing metaphor of “taste” than the combination of diverse ingredients into a unity. A thing can certainly be said have a taste in itself, but the very idea of taste also of course presupposes a taster. The text itself unpacks the metaphor in a prose passage (most of the work is in verse): “Just as discerning people relish tastes . . . discerning viewers relish the stable emotions . . . and they feel joy.” We do not know whether the passage is original to the unreconstructed, pre-Kashmirian Treatise (aspects of its phraseology suggest it is not), but even so, it does not cloud the primary focus of the work, the “art object” of the drama itself rather than the “subjective state” of the viewer. It would be some six centuries before the formal analysis of rasa would give way to the phenomenology of its reception.

4. RASA HEARD, IN THE POEM

What happens when a theory developed for drama, for “literature that is seen,” is appropriated for poetry, “literature that is heard”—read out before an audience but certainly also read privately? The fact that such an appropriation took place in classical India is transparent in the historical record, but Indian thinkers themselves were also fully aware of it. “Generally speaking,” wrote one poetician at a time when the extension was already well under way, “the nature of rasa has been discussed by
Bharata and others in reference to drama. I shall examine it here, according to my own lights, in reference to poetry." The consequences of this far-reaching expansion of rasa theory can be charted principally in three domains: the discursive, where a dramaturgical concept was assimilated to a new knowledge structure, the theory of rhetoric, to which it was alien; the conceptual, where the specific nature of the art form—narrative, not performative—required a new linguistic analysis of rasa; and the categorical, for the defining condition of rasa as something actually visible on the stage no longer constrained the understanding of what emotions could count as a rasa. In all three domains, however, the discourse on rasa remained formal, and attention was still squarely focused on the text.

4.1 As Figure

The theoretical analysis of poetry, which, as noted, came into being much later than dramaturgy, centers on its figurative nature. For the early theorists, poetry was above all language usage marked by "indirection," that is, by figures of sense such as metaphor or metonymy. Literary theory, hence, was predominantly a theory of "ornaments," rhetoric, or figures (alankāraśāstra; the term itself is late); other early concerns, with language "qualities" (such as phonemic texture), for example, or regional styles, would eventually fade. The question itself, why it was felt necessary to assimilate a dramatic theory of aesthetic emotion into such a poetics, was never raised. Perhaps we need look for an explanation no further than the growing intellectual dominance of the idea itself, as embodied above all in the maturation of Sanskrit drama (the works of Kalidasa, late fourth century, are exemplary). At all events, by the ninth century thinkers like Rudrata were insisting that writers "take all possible care to endow a literary text," that is, a poem, "with rasas," for people recoil from literature without rasa—the "juicy" parts of the text, after all—as they recoil from a dry moral treatise. The only way to effect this assimilation, given rhetoric's discursive constraints, was to think of aesthetic emotion as one more type of figure, and this was the course followed for the first several centuries.

In the simplest terms, the new "emotion tropes," as we might name them, all represent expressions of heightened feeling: where a given emotion clearly manifests itself; where a warmly felt compliment is conveyed; where a character's arrogance or vehemence is expressed. While not embodying the indirection that defines other figures, these remain specialized uses of language and hence may be conceived of as "ornaments" and thus objects suited to a theory of ornamentation. For the early authors (of whom only the works of Bhamaha, mid-seventh century, and Dandin, early eighth century, survive), rasa was clearly subordinate to and therefore easily sub-
sumed under the larger discourse on figures; it did not yet constitute the heart of literariness.

The last formulation of the rhetorical analysis of aesthetic emotion, and now a somewhat dissonant one, is marked by the work of Udbhata (c. 800). On the one hand, as we might expect from the first known commentator on the Treatise on Drama, Udbhata radically redefines the emotion tropes to approximate the full rasa typology. What for earlier writers was the “expression of heightened emotion” becomes in Udbhata the “full realization” of rasa with the complete panoply of aesthetic elements; the “emotional compliment” now becomes the “intimation” of an emotion; the “prideful expression” becomes the “semblance of rasa,” defined as feeling marked by social impropriety. And along with these redefinitions, a fourth figure is added, the quiescence of an existing rasa. At the same time Udbhata lists the components conducive to the full creation of rasa: a stable emotion, transitory emotions, foundational and stimulant factors, reactions, and, controversially, use of the rasa’s “proper term.” In all these cases the conception of rasa remains precisely what it was in the past: a phenomenon immanent in the text, a formal feature related to the characters in the narrative.

However, the internal strain in the system has become apparent: despite his effort to approximate the dramaturgical model, Udbhata continues to categorize all these as figures of speech, and, like Bhamaha and Dandin, to group them with such tropes as “disingenuous expression” and the “description of providential help.” By the end of the ninth century, Udbhata’s commentator Pratiharenduraja was confessing how markedly the conceptual terrain had shifted from the time of his author: “Whether the rasas and the emotions, given that they are the source of the highest literary beauty, are ‘ornaments’ of literature or its very life force will not be a subject for consideration here lest it unduly lengthen the book.” The commentator’s question would be answered almost immediately.

4.2 As Implicature

The primacy of rasa in literature and the difficulty of containing it within the conceptual framework of figures was first recognized by Rudrata sometime in the early ninth century. But it was Anandavardhana a generation or two later who made rasa the central organizing concept of literary analysis in his Light on Implicature. Adopting an idea from Mimamsa, scriptural hermeneutics or the “science of sentence meaning,” foundational to the great transformation of rasa in the following generation, Ananda reasoned that, just like sentences, literary texts were “teleological,” defined by having a single end or meaning, which in the case of the literary text he
identified as its rasa, or emotional core.\textsuperscript{30} The idea that rasa, thus transformed into the ultimate goal of literature, could be subsumed under the logic of tropology and function as a figure—something that ornaments something else of greater significance in the economy of the poem, the way a metaphor ornamnets the message—ceased to make sense for Ananda. Or more precisely, it made sense only according to the relationship just mentioned for metaphor. Thus, where the dominant element in the poem can be clearly seen to lie in its narrative content, such as the grandeur of God or flattery of a king, any emotional expression such as the tragic or erotic would have to be ranked as subordinate. Some thinkers, like Kuntaka in the century after Ananda, would insist that even in such poems as prayers to gods or encomia to kings the rasa remained dominant, “the thing to be ornamented”—“There is no separate thing to be apprehended beyond the mental state itself that constitutes the narrative content,” he argues passionately—and hence could never itself constitute an ornament.\textsuperscript{31} For still others, by a tendency toward preservation widespread in Indian intellectual history, the notion that rasas are indeed figures of speech would survive into the thirteenth century and beyond.\textsuperscript{32}

Anandavardhana’s liberation of the rasa of poetry from the prison house of rhetoric, however, is not what earned him his important place in the intellectual history of aesthetics. His most historically consequential idea concerned the communicative medium of rasa in a world purely textual and no longer performative. How, he asked—or at least this is the question buried below the surface of his answer—can rasa be made known when there is nothing to see, when it is the rasa of “literature that is heard”?

Here again the central concern remains a formal, textual, and more specifically a linguistic process. Surprisingly, Ananda never defines rasa, just as he never discusses its reception (the Sanskrit word for “audience,” \textit{sāmājika}, key to so much later discussion, is absent from his treatise). He is concerned exclusively with poetic expression. Just as in much poetry (especially the early Prakrit tradition that first suggested the idea to Ananda), the narrative element that has overriding importance is the one that is meant without being directly expressed,\textsuperscript{33} so rasa, Ananda argues, can never be a matter of direct denotation. Explaining how something intended but unspoken could be communicated, whether it is an emotional or narrative or even rhetorical element, and especially the first of those in a nonperformative literary environment, required hypothesizing a new linguistic modality. This Ananda named dhvani, “implicature,” and through this, rasa (and the rest of the unsaid) is “manifested” the way an object in a dark room is manifested by a lamp.\textsuperscript{34} The vast taxonomic elaboration of implicature that Ananda developed can be divided into two main types: “where the literal meaning is not intended at all, and where it is in-
tended but subordinated to some other meaning.” The implicature of rasa occupies a special conceptual niche: it is the only type in the second category where the succession of meanings, from literal to intended—that is, from the disaggregated aesthetic elements to the unified emotional “meaning” produced by them and viewed as a totality—is not registered by the reader but instead arises with apparent (but only apparent) immediacy.35

The claim that normal linguistic processes failed to explain the formal production of rasa and a new one had to be postulated would be hotly contested in the century after Ananda, most notably by Bhatta Nayaka (c. 900), who sought to completely overturn the notion of “manifestation” by rethinking the nature of rasa itself—a venture unimaginable, it would seem, to Ananda. Others, like Dhanika (c. 975) in his only fragmentarily preserved Analysis of Literature, insisted that the older doctrine of sentence intentionality (tâtparya) was adequate, or, like Mahima Bhatta (c. 1000), reduced implicature to logical inference.36 The prehistory of Ananda’s theory is equally important. Udbhata had claimed that the “proper term” for a rasa—the actual lexeme, ‘desire,’ for example” (as his commentator explains)—is as essential a factor in its creation as the stable emotion and other “aesthetic elements.” This “gives us to understand the presence of the emotion because it refers to it.”37 The point seems natural enough, indeed inevitable: is it possible to express passion without using the word “passion”? In a poem, unlike a drama, emotions cannot be shown but have to be told—but how can you tell without naming? And in fact early writers, such as Bhavabhuti (c. 800), seem to bend over backward to meet the requirement enunciated by (though not necessarily originating with) Udbhata.38 But some before Ananda contested the idea, and others after him saw it as a literary flaw: if rasa can only be implied, then directly naming it was automatically a defect. As a late writer put it, “The allure of things that should be covered, like a woman’s breasts, is diminished when they are openly shown; so too are transitory emotions expressed by their own words when they should be indicated by physical reactions and the like.”39 Shri Shankuka’s critique a few generations before Ananda was based on a powerful and convincing distinction he was the first to draw, between mere referential language and the expressive language required for rasa, while Kuntaka’s response—long after the transition of rasa from dramatic to poetic theory was made, and its original problems were no longer thinkable—was simply ridicule.40

If Ananda turned this problem into a cornerstone of his theory,41 his commentator Abhinavagupta reflected more insightfully on the matter, and, surprisingly, reasserted something of the validity of Udbhata’s view. “It is essential,” he says (not in his commentary on Ananda, understandably, but in The New Dramatic Art) for words such as those for the transitory emotions to be “expressive of rasa,” because if it were
not possible to use the actual words for transitory emotions, reactions, and the like, they could never be communicated; it would be “virtually impossible to comprehend them,” and the words themselves would have no signification at all. However interesting, even profound in its own way, this dispute may be and however complicated its history, the key point has again to do with the extension of the rasa template from play to poem. Udbhata’s position becomes less controversial when viewed within the problematic of the textual constitution of aesthetic emotion, and in the historical context of trying to solve the problem of producing rasa not in performance, where it (or rather, its signs) can actually be seen, but in narrative, where it can only be imagined when “heard.”

4.3 New Categories

Indian thinkers would puzzle over the relationship between drama and poetry for centuries. Around 950, Abhinavagupta’s teacher Bhatta Tota argued that “Rasa exists only in drama, and in poetry only to the degree that it mimics drama”; it “comes into being,” as Abhinava paraphrased, “only when a state of awareness simulating perception comes into being.” A little later Bhoja asserted, contrarily, the primacy of poets over actors and poetry over drama, on the grounds that

A subject does not expand the heart / so powerfully when we see it portrayed as when it flashes forth from the words / of great poets declaimed with art.\textsuperscript{43}

Or, as an early thirteenth-century scholar put it, the superiority of poetic language to dramatic acting lies in “the range of its narrative power.”\textsuperscript{44} Yet, if poetry is comparable to drama in the deep visuality it can produce through that power, it offers in the end a radically different aesthetic experience.

As a consequence, the extension of the theory of aesthetic emotion from drama to poetry entailed confronting the major challenges in the discursive and conceptual domains we have reviewed: the tropological assessment of rasa in early rhetoric texts (since there was no other way to assimilate it to the discourse), and the semantic rethinking felt to be necessary by Anandavardhana (since there was no other way to make sense of its purely verbal mode of representation). It remains to explore the third domain of impact: the categorization of rasa. Once visibility had ceased to limit the understanding of what emotions could count as a rasa, a Pandora’s box was opened. It was no longer a question of being able to tell simply by showing; now one could show by telling (or “implying”), and the palette of rasas could be increased theoretically to the very limits of expressive language and psychological
complexity. Eventually, as the extension of rasa theory to poetics had become naturalized and its origins in dramaturgy ceased to provide justification for any limits, Indian thinkers began to react as unfavorably as their modern counterparts to the closed list of emotions (dramaturgical theorists, however, such as Dhanamjaya and Dhanika, still resisted). “The conventional wisdom that the term rasa refers only to the heroic, the fantastic, and the remaining six,” says Bhoja at the start of his Light on Passion, is mere “superstition”: “our intention in this work is to put it to rest.” He accordingly adds a wide range of new rasas, including the vainglorious, the noble, and motherly love—this last being the most telling, since it explains all the others given its inherent lack (as Darwin argued) of visual expressibility. No longer limited by physical performability, the category of rasa was now open, and would be expanded over the centuries, sometimes—as in the case of the “devotional” rasa—in the face of intense scholarly opposition. The dispute over the peaceful rasa, the emotion of emotionlessness, speaks not only to the difficult extension from performance, where it could not be represented, to narrative, where it could, but also to the movement from formalism, where it could not be embodied, to reception, where it could be felt. And such rethinking was not just about classification. The expansion of rasas in narrative poetry and fiction reflects an expansion of the emotional imagination of writers as they explored new areas of human feeling.

In all this intellectual ferment sparked by moving from stage to page, rasa remained what it was from the start, a phenomenon of the text, a formal feature pertaining to the characters, just as earlier it had been analyzed as a phenomenon of the performance, whether pertaining to the actor or to the character with which the actor identifies. That rasa was conceived of as a textual object, the stable emotion of the character when “strengthened” or “enhanced” by the aesthetic elements, was explicitly acknowledged by Abhinavagupta as “the view of the most ancient authorities” such as Dandin three centuries earlier: it is “the stable emotion alone”—the stable emotion of the character—“that, once intensified by the causes, reactions, and the rest, becomes rasa.” And this is precisely the view of our oldest preserved commentator on the Treatise on Drama, Bhatta Lollata, according to whom “rasa in the primary sense of the term exists in the character.”

Early scholars wanted to understand how rasa “arises” (Bharata’s word) in the character, in other words, how the elements of the artwork formally combine to create what the American New Critics would call a “formula of emotion.” When they raised epistemological questions—do we “infer” rasa, for example; is it something “manifested” to us?—the object of analytical primacy always remained the emotion of the character, how it is “strengthened” (Bhatta Lollata) or attains “enhancement”
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This was also the concern of the poets themselves: when Bana (c. 650) exclaims how hard it is to produce a beautiful poem and make “its rasa clear,” he is referring to emotions in the text, not its impact on the reader.54 This view would be maintained in some quarters up to the time of Bhoja, who in this regard appears as its last great exponent. As the selections here make clear (and his commentator corroborates), Bhoja, like all the earlier thinkers, thought of rasa first and foremost as something in the character.55 The later steps in the aesthetic process—where poetic language communicates rasa to the reader, who can be said to experience it—are only implicit, never actually discussed. Bhatta Nayaka of Kashmir was the first to turn his attention principally to those later steps, which prompted him to rethink both the ontology and the epistemology of rasa—the question of how and where rasa exists always being related to how and where rasa is made known—and thereby to spark a true Copernican revolution in Indian aesthetics.

5. RASA IN THE READER

Bhatta Nayaka’s transformation of rasa theory seems to owe something to his special combination of intellectual gifts. He was celebrated as both a scholar of scriptural hermeneutics and a litterateur, a man “at once learned in the four Vedas and himself a veritable temple for poets,” according to a medieval chronicle that places him around 900, a generation after Anandavardhana, whose theory of “manifestation” it was part of his goal to refute. The claims of hermeneutics as a broad heuristic were being ever more widely asserted during this period; literary studies, as Ananda shows, and jurisprudence in particular were much influenced. But Bhatta Nayaka’s hermeneutic approach to aesthetics lay not just in general analogies, like Ananda’s teleological comparison of sentences and literary works. It lay in full-scale homologies: between the literary text and the scriptural text, the reader and the worshiper, and aesthetic pleasure and spiritual beatitude. Aesthetics itself became a form of hermeneutics, not only in the traditional Indian sense of the term, insofar as the same interpretive method could be applied to it, but in our contemporary philosophical sense, insofar as the subjectivity of the reader became the central concern.

The most grievous loss to Indian aesthetics is Bhatta Nayaka’s masterpiece, the Mirror of the Heart. From the extant fragments and the detailed exposition provided by the late tenth-century scholars Dhanamjaya and Dhanika, however, we can get a reasonably good sense of his thought. The aim of his critique of traditional aesthetics was to redirect attention away from the formal process by which emotion is
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engendered in and made accessible through the literary work, toward the reader's own experience of this emotion: away, that is, from the response to form and toward the form of response. And to make better sense of what actually occurs in the experience of response, Mimamsa theory proved especially revelatory.

Bhatta Nayaka's reconstruction was predicated upon a critique of all earlier assessments of rasa, on two scores: its ontology (how it exists, whether in the character, the actor, or the poet) and its epistemology (how it comes to be known, whether through perception, inference, or "manifestation"). Rasa now refers to an actual experience and hence cannot belong to a character like Rama, who is dead and gone; if it were something truly present in the character who appears before the audience members, they would in effect be observing someone's private life, and hence feel such entirely nonaesthetic emotions as embarrassment; in any case, the whole purpose of literature is enjoyment of rasa, and so it can only belong to the viewing or reading subject.

If Bhatta Nayaka's critique sounds more stipulative than analytical, that is no doubt a consequence of our sources. Three points come through clearly, however: the positions on rasa he was refuting were real (you do not contest ideas no one holds); they were the sole positions on offer; and his refutation of them was profound. For the reconstructive part of his project it was obviously crucial to understand how a text can actually produce a response in a reader. The preeminent method available for this was Mimamsa, and Bhatta Nayaka's genius lay in understanding how precisely to explain literary textuality by the procedures Mimamsa had perfected for scripture, and above all, the incitement to action that textuality—rather mysteriously, if we pause to think about it—can summon forth.

To put his complicated argument in simple terms, we can imagine Bhatta Nayaka starting with the basic questions his two disciplines would have forced upon him. The Veda is concerned, axiomatically for Mimamsa, exclusively with commanding religious action (which in this thought world meant sacrificial offerings), but how does the Veda actually prompt a person to act? At the same time the Veda is replete with narrative passages that seem to have nothing to do with commandments as such but merely describe meritorious ritual acts of other people at other times and places: "Now, Indrota Daivapa Shaunaka once performed this sacrifice for Janamejaya Parikshita," runs a typical instance, "and by performing it he extinguished all evildoing." How do such narrative texts relate to the principal deontic thrust of Vedic commandments, such as "One who desires heaven should sacrifice"? And what can any of this tell us about literary texts in general—which qua texts should be amenable to Mimamsa's hermeneutic—and specifically about how and why readers here and now are able to experience a literary narrative that always concerns
other people at other times and places? Is there some force in the literary text prompting the reader to respond that can be compared to, or elucidated by, the force in scriptural commandment and narrative?

The two cases, Bhatta Nayaka concluded, are precisely homologous, since the linguistic force that Mimamsa named the “actualization” or production of action works in both. In the operations of this force in literature, literary language plays a crucial role. Its formal properties, above all its figurative dimension, render it completely different from everyday referential language. When a word like “Sita” is used in a poem, it no longer refers to the particular historical personage who was Rama’s wife—if it continued to do so, she could never become a licit “foundational factor” for the viewer or reader’s desire, and hence rasa could never arise; in poetry “Sita” instead signifies woman as such. This is part of what Bhatta Nayaka named the process of “commonization,” which enables the reader to make the character’s emotional experience his own in such a way that he “actualizes,” or reproduces, it.57 The reader of poetry comes to feel what Rama once felt, just as the reader of scripture is prompted to do what Janamejaya once did. If Bhatta Nayaka had spoken the language of European hermeneutics, he would have said that the text can really be experienced only when one feels addressed by it, when one “applies” it to oneself.58 This second moment, actualization, made possible by the first moment, figurative, or literary, language, is followed by what Bhatta Nayaka, with another neologism, terms the “experientialization” of the literary work, which engenders in the reader not sacrificial action, like a scriptural commandment, but aesthetic pleasure, an end in itself.59 Although the notion of actualization is one of linguistic mediation, the focal point for both scripture and poetry is action, not understanding.

However complex Bhatta Nayaka’s ideas about rasa may appear in the shape we have them now, it is easy to appreciate their brilliance. They are clearly of an order of magnitude more profound than anything earlier, and they were to utterly transform aesthetics. Henceforth nearly every thinker would return to the question “Who has rasa?” and would conclude that it belongs to the viewer/reader, that in fact his “stable emotion” is what is actually at issue in rasa theory, not the character’s, and is what the aesthetic elements “enhance.” The physical reactions that are effects of emotion in the character, for example, are causes for rasa in the viewer/reader;60 later thinkers even argue that his own reactions become diagnostic of his own rasa (and not just the character’s reactions for his). Rasa thus became entirely a matter of response, and the only remaining question was what precisely that response consists of. Even here Bhatta Nayaka set the agenda, when he described it as a state of total “absorption,”61 where the subject experiences the pleasure of a consciousness untouched by the things of this world, superior even to the religious experience
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analogized to it: “Nothing can compare with aesthetic rasa,” says Bhatta Nayaka, “not even the rasa spiritual adepts bring forth.”62

Once Indian thinkers realized that the key thing about rasa is the reader’s or viewer’s experience, it no longer mattered whether rasa is engendered, inferred, or manifested in the character—indeed, talk of engenderment, inference, and manifestation no longer made much sense. They began to ask how literary language transforms discourse about people one does not know (Rama, Sita) into something one as a reader is somehow able to enter into and find applicable to one’s own self, and how that produces a unique kind of experience and knowledge. The paradigm had truly been shifted.

6. RASA AFTER THE REVOLUTION

Nowhere did Bhatta Nayaka’s new ideas exert greater influence than on the scholar who most vehemently criticized him, Abhinavagupta. Readers will see at the very beginning of Abhinava’s “purification” of rasa theory in his New Dramatic Art that he is entirely dependent on his predecessor’s hermeneutical theory.63 In fact, Abhinava’s brilliant elaboration of that theory is what enables us, in the absence of the Mirror of the Heart itself, to understand its full implications. But the new hermeneutical aesthetics had another equally dramatic impact that needs explaining, through the transubstantiation that Abhinava effected in the understanding of Anandavardhana’s work.

From his formalist perspective Ananda was concerned to make sense of the text-internal mechanisms by which the sense of an emotion was created. To explain how rasa can be communicated at all if it cannot be an object of denotation or even connotation, he hypothesized as we saw a new linguistic modality (śabdavṛtti) he called “implicature” or “manifestation” (the two terms here being synonymous). In the wake of Bhatta Nayaka’s ideas of rasa as reception, however, Ananda’s formalist account no longer had much traction, and if the theory was to be saved in the face of the new paradigm, the concept of “manifestation” would have to be reinterpreted. For his commentator Abhinava—a century after Bhatta Nayaka and even more after Ananda—what was now “manifested” was a newly activated psychological modality, the “mental state” (cittavṛtti) of the viewer/reader.64 This he equates without hesitation with Bhatta Nayaka’s “experientialization”—“The so-called ‘process of experientialization’ is nothing but the poem’s implicature of rasa”65—even though the refutation of implicature, in the form of the linguistic phenomenon it originally referred to, had been one of Bhatta Nayaka’s principal objectives. A linguistic phenomenon is admittedly at the same time a cognitive phenomenon, but the two can
be analytically separated, and when Ananda and Nayaka spoke of “manifestation” it was in the former sense. And as Dhanika would make clear (and logic suggests), there is a very close linkage of the epistemology of rasa with its ontology. Rasa can only be said to be “manifested” if it is in fact located in the character, because it already exists in him (having gotten its existence from elsewhere, like a pot from clay) and is only being brought to light (like a pot by a lamp). If rasa is located in the viewer or reader, however, it must be “actualized” in them by the literary artwork.\(^ {66} \)

Abhinava fuses the two ideas—manifestation of the latent meaning of a text and manifestation of the latent predispositions in the viewer—in order to preserve the now enlarged concept when moving from Anandavardhana’s text-centered view of the concept of rasa to his own new reader-centered view. There is no question that Abhinava “has taken over most of the new ideas” of Bhatta Nayaka, but there is also no question that these cannot fit into the “general view” of Ananda.\(^ {67} \) On the contrary, Abhinava transformed the general view, but in accordance with a much broader current of thought.

The dividing line between rasa in the character and rasa in the audience would remain blurry for some time. Dhanika, writing around 975, appears to have been the first person to draw a distinction between what he calls “real-world” or mundane rasa and the “rasa of drama” and the “rasa of poetry.” The distinction leads to serious conceptual difficulties if we take the terms literally.\(^ {68} \) For aesthetic emotion does not in fact exist in the real world, nor even in the world of the actual historical person on whom the literary character is based. The affective life of the historical person, just like our own, consists not of rasa but of emotion, the response to real pleasure and pain. For such a response, as our authors never tire of reminding us, we have the “causes” of the real world; and precisely because we do not have such responses in art, the new vocabulary of “foundational factor” and the like had to be invented. What Dhanika means by the term “real world” is the world \textit{inside} the drama or poem—the storyworld, or, more technically, the diegetic level of the narrative (for which Sanskrit lacks any other term of art save for the confusing one Dhanika introduced). In that world people can experience rasa only and precisely because they have ceased to be historical persons and have become “characters.” The contrastive notion of “real-world,” i.e., storyworld, rasa can have arisen only given its new counterpositive, the “rasa of drama,” produced in the dramatic performance and experienced by the audience. Scholars in later periods were to make further modifications in these concepts. Abhinavagupta, for example, appears to have found Dhanika’s type of binary misleading. For him, there is no “real-world” rasa, certainly not in the real real world, but not even in the storyworld. Rasa is a phenomenon of the aesthetic \textit{event} alone; for this “savoring” of rasa, or “rapture,” as he calls it, Abhinava reserves
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the qualification “supermundane.” But even this assessment, and much of the understanding of literature that accompanied it, was to be overturned in the coming centuries.

7. RASA IN THE CHARACTER, AGAIN

The rise of a new style of religious devotionalism in the early modern era (from around 1500) opened a remarkable final chapter in the history of the idea of rasa. Indian aesthetics had always shown a certain awkwardness in dealing with religious “literature,” the scare quotes signaling that sacred writings were expressly excluded from what our thinkers classified as kavya. The fact that kāvya itself had its origin, or one of its origins, in Buddhist religious literature had long been forgotten; as for Vedic or even puranic works, Sanskrit poeticians never cite them when discussing rasa or rhetoric or any of the other features of kāvya. Bhatta Tota, Abhinavagupta’s teacher, made it very clear that the figure of “poet” (kavi) mentioned in India’s oldest extant religious literature was to be strictly differentiated from the poets with whom classical poetics was concerned. The latter have not only the insight of the seer but also a gift for “description,” that is, for the noninjunctive, expressive language use that constitutes literature. Unsurprisingly, secular poetry is the exclusive concern of Abhinavagupta in his aesthetic works. Bhatta Nayaka had earlier developed a three-part classification of textual forms that put religious texts and literary texts in structurally discrete categories: in scripture wording has primacy; in historical narrative, factual meaning; “when both the wording and the meaning are subordinated and the aesthetic process itself has primacy, we call it literature.” For the classical period the religious and the literary were separate conceptual worlds.

Poets, however, had long striven to make poetry out of prayer, from the time they began writing stotra, or prayer-poetry, in the early centuries C.E. From the middle of the first millennium on, and from Tamil Nadu to Kashmir, religious poets began producing works that ever more clearly sought aesthetic ends by whatever metric of “aesthetic” one might care to apply (and even began occasionally to use, or appear to use, rasa talk to describe their aims). Eventually aesthetic theory would no longer be able to ignore such material.

The incorporation of the “peaceful” into the taxonomy of rasa (probably not much before the eighth century) would accommodate some of this literature. For this rasa, according to Mammata (c. 1050), the stable emotion is dispassion (others would suggest impassivity), and this can be developed fully into a rasa. The example he provides is a stotra ascribed to the tenth-century Shaiva scholar-poet (and teacher's
teacher of Abhinavagupta) Utpaladeva. It quickly became clear, however, that the rasa analytic could not comfortably accommodate such literature, as an early commentator's strained effort to parse Utpaladeva's poem suggests.

Aside from difficulties about the peaceful rasa, which much exercised our thinkers, above all Abhinavagupta, a vast amount of religious poetry is not about dispassion at all but about passion, desire for God. Yet this too disrupted the standard typology and required a new category: "When desire is directed toward a deity," says Mammata immediately after discussing the peaceful, "we have 'emotion' rather than rasa." The idea that in certain portions of a narrative a rasa will only be "intimated" and not fully "enhanced" had appeared already in Udbhata. The new notion envisioned a different situation. Because desire for God, as Mammata at least conceives of it, is fundamentally at odds with sexual desire, it cannot fulfill the definition of erotic rasa as standardized in the Treatise on Drama (where it pertains exclusively to a young, highborn, heterosexual couple) so as to develop into rasa. Hence, the affective impact of such religious poetry must be different. But here too, disagreement among later commentators, including one in the sixteenth century who boldly rejects Mammata's position, shows the growing inadequacy of such an appraisal.

With the composition of the Bhāgavatapurāṇa, a masterpiece of Vaishnava devotionalism, in south India sometime in the tenth century and its rapid dissemination across the subcontinent, the aesthetic aspirations of religious literature were dramatically and unequivocally asserted, and aesthetic reflection began to emerge specifically to take account of them. This began with the Bhāgavatapurāṇa itself, where "rasikas," those who can experience rasa, and "bhāvukas," those who "actualize" in themselves the emotion of the narrative—two keywords of later rasa discourse, the latter used first by Dhanika (bhāvaka) and almost certainly derived from Bhatta Nayaka—are called upon to "drink the Bhāgavata fruit that is rasa." The Bhāgavata elsewhere offers important hints that some version of a theological rasa concept was already known to it. The religious text was now both claiming an aesthetic position and being accorded one.

The theologization of rasa commences, quite self-consciously, in the Pearls of the Bhāgavata, Vopadeva's commentary on select verses from the purāṇa composed in western India in the late thirteenth century. The work develops a new rasa of "devotion"—explicitly rejecting Abhinavagupta and Hemachandra—to explain the overall aesthetic emotion of the poem, and the traditional rasas are subsumed as its subvarieties. But it was the appearance in eastern India of the charismatic religious figure Chaitanya (1486–1534) and the sacral practices he introduced—including a new definition, one might say, of what "desire" for God could mean—that would prove to be a historic watershed in aesthetic theory.
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The aesthetic theology announced in the works of the Vaishnavas of Bengal constitutes one of the few major innovations in rasa theory in the early modern era, and marks the moment when all the strands of that theory are tangled into their most complicated knot. The most important is the age-old question of who feels rasa: is it located in the characters—that is, the devotees—in the tales told of Krishna, or in the devotees of the everyday world listening to or reading those tales? The great innovation of the devotion theorists lay in fundamentally redefining these long-standing alternatives.

Moving beyond Vopadeva’s tentative and narrow assessment, the Bengali Vaishnavas offered new interpretations in the face of new religious realities. Kavikarnapura (c. 1600) sought to maintain something of the old tradition of rhetoric (for which he was attacked by his own commentator) and, by a set of new categories almost Ptolemaic in their intricacy, to preserve “secular” rasa while at the same time applying Vaishnava theological categories to religious literature. Far more radical are the views of Rupa Gosvamin and his nephew Jiva Gosvamin, but their radicalism, by an interesting historical irony, lies in part in their archaism. Their notion of rasa is close to the classic account of Bhoja, and thus to the oldest one we have, that of Bhatta Lollata, for whom rasa is in the character, since it is the enhancement of his stable emotion. Their dramatic innovation was to reevaluate who the “character” actually is: not only those who appear in the Bhāgavatapurāṇa as devotees of Krishna but also the real-world devotees, theologically reenvisioned as “characters” (and at the same time actors) in the drama that is God’s pageant on earth, who have the same attitude toward Krishna as those primeval characters and can even can take on their identity (Rupa and Jiva were viewed by their disciples as incarnations of female attendants of Krishna’s beloved Radha). Why, after all, use the language of aesthetics to describe the devotee’s relationship to God if that relationship were not aesthetic, to be conceived of as a drama in and of itself?82

Rasa theory is thus brought full circle, though the circle is now a much bigger one. In the process, the Bengali Vaishnavas transformed what for Abhinava had been the supermundane rasa experience of secular poetry into the mundane—when not denying altogether that it could even be rasa. For Jiva, “supermundane” was a status to be awarded only to the rasa of those experiencing God, whether in literature (which means effectively the Bhāgavatapurāṇa or other Vaishnava poetry such as Rupa’s own) or in life83—for “supermundane” rasa now became, however ironically, a phenomenon of the mundane world, if one transfigured by religious passion. With all this, the discourse of rasa was not just being transferred from poetry to theology, it was being restricted to theology. Religious consciousness, previously exiled from the world of rasa, eventually succeeded in exiling secular literature itself,
which now became a matter of “worms, feces, and ash,” according to one later thinker, and no longer deemed capable of producing rasa.84 (In the real world of art, however, things were rather more complicated still, since actual poems and paintings were often meant to be understood as courtly and religious at one and the same time.)

In comparison with such elaborations and innovations in the Vaishnava tradition of Bengal, one other domain of convergence of religion and aesthetics in the early modern period may seem minor, but it is still intellectually significant. By the sixteenth century, for reasons that await scholarly analysis, Vedanta in general and monistic (Advaita) Vedanta in particular had come to exert a powerful influence across the traditional Indian knowledge systems, colonizing various earlier independent forms of thought such as hermeneutics. It seems inevitable that its impact would eventually be felt in aesthetics. To be sure, Vedantic aesthetics had a prehistory.85 The Ten Dramatic Forms (c. 975), retheorizing rasa experience as something that pertains to the viewer, had already used an Upanishadic idiom when describing it as “a state of pure blissful consciousness,” “the bliss that is the self,” where “the self-other distinction vanishes,” a hallmark concept of monistic metaphysics. This too came from Bhatta Nayaka, who was the first to draw the analogy between aesthetic experience and spiritual, in particular Upanishadic, experience, when famously asserting that the spectator’s consciousness “shares something of the character of savoring supreme being [brahma].”86 These few, undeveloped notions aside—their undevelopment partly a result of the fragmentary nature of our sources—the presence of a Vedantic viewpoint in the early thinkers can hardly be felt. Within a generation Abhinavagupta began to use the language of monistic Shaivism to describe the nature of rasa, though in the selections from The New Dramatic Art offered here, that philosophical framework is rather etiolated. Like his predecessors, he may describe the experience of rasa as a state of “uniformly blissful” consciousness, but he does not offer a theological-aesthetic program.87

Something quite different presents itself in the works of early seventeenth-century thinkers, among whom Vishvanathadeva and Jagannatha are especially notable. Both men hailed from Andhra and lived in Varanasi, and the latter, though far more famous, almost certainly borrowed from the former. From Vishvanathadeva’s sources, which include a key text of early modern Vedanta, and from his technical language, we can see that he brings a strong Vedantic perspective to the problem of rasa.88 Clearly the disciplinary (or sectarian) affiliation was definitive for him. But there is more to his Vedanticization, and Jagannatha’s, than simply intellectual politics.

At the center of Vishvanathadeva’s and Jagannatha’s conception is the older notion of rasa, as the experience of consciousness itself, when consciousness is thor-
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oughly evacuated of the dross of everyday life so as to become, as it were, self-tran-
scendent. Vishvanathadeva authorizes this view by citing the Taittiriya Upaniṣad’s
ancient doctrine that the self is composed of five sheaths, the last of which is the
“bliss component.” This component is naturally obscured by the processes of
phenomenal life, but in aesthetic experience, given the peculiar nature of its revela-
tion, everything that conceals the bliss that is consciousness is removed: the “veil of
unknowing is lifted.” The aesthetic experience is thus a kind of perfect, objectless
state of awareness.

In line with this more explicit affiliation, Vishvanathadeva is the first to draw
the analogy—original and in its own way profound—between the aesthetic process
and the textual basis of scriptural revelation that is central to the Vedanta vision. Both
literature and scripture are in the last analysis forms of linguistic communication,
providing “direct awareness derived from words and their meanings,” as Vishvanathadeva puts it. But both are unlike any other such phenomena in their capacity to
produce a supermundane effect through language itself. Early modern Vedanta de-
votes unprecedented attention to the linguistic analysis of the “great sentences” of the
Upanishads (“That art Thou” and the like) to show how this linguistic model of libera-
tion can work. It offers a very suggestive analogy to the powers of literature, though
Vishvanathadeva and Jagannatha only draw it and provide no full-scale exposition.

Let me try now to summarize the main plot of the complicated story I have just
told, emphasizing the movement of analytical focal points. In his three-part analy-
sis of literary modalities of beauty, Bhoja distinguishes the expression of rasa from
two other aspects that can make a literary work beautiful: sonic features of the text
and figures of sense. The expression of rasa differs from those aspects in that it
works at the level of the text’s content and thus pertains to its existence as an affec-
tive phenomenon. But what exactly does it mean to speak of the literary text as an
“affective phenomenon,” and what does the work of rasa consist of? In these two
closely related problematics lies much of the complex historical development of the
idea of rasa.

As an affective phenomenon, the literary text can be analyzed either internally
or externally: as representations of people, and as representations for people. In
the first case it is the characters who are taken to experience the basic emotions
(“stable emotions”) in response to certain objects (“foundational factors”) and under
certain external conditions (“stimulant factors”). These emotions are nuanced in
any given case by more ephemeral feelings (“transitory emotions”) and made legible
by physical signs (“reactions” and “psychophysical responses”). But, to move to the
second case, the literary work is always representation for people, viewers and read-
ers. It is they who, on the phenomenological level, experience the artwork, and only
in their experiencing it can the artwork have meaning and come to life. The text can accordingly be analyzed from the inside—how the various necessary components are organized to provide a rich representation of human emotion—or from the outside—how viewers and readers respond to such representations. And depending on the analytical stance taken, our understanding of how this phenomenon is actually operationalized by the work will differ. Considered as an internal process, the “expression of rasa” may be seen as a formal capacity of the artwork for manifesting the emotional state of the character who is experiencing it; considered as an external process, it may be seen as a hermeneutical capacity of the artwork enabling viewers and readers to “actualize” such an emotional state.

Theoretically, therefore, rasa can be regarded as a property of a text-object, a capacity of a reader-subject, and also a transaction between the two. The whole process, in fact, exists as a totality even while its several moments can be analytically disaggregated. In this, rasa precisely resembles the “taste” it metaphorically references, which may be regarded as existing at once in the food, the taster, and the act of tasting. Something of this totality has been captured by the phenomenologist of aesthetics Mikel Dufrenne, who writes of the “primordial reality of affective quality, wherein that part belonging to the subject and that belonging to the object are still indistinguishable”:

It is for this reason that we have been led to say that the affective is in the work itself, as well as in the spectator with whom the work resonates. Feeling is as deeply embedded in the object as it is in the subject, and the spectator experiences feeling because affective quality belongs to the object.92

The history of aesthetic discourse in India is a history of the gradual elaboration of the components of this comprehensive view. The comprehensive view itself, however, was one Indian thinkers themselves never developed. What this means for an intellectual history of rasa will be considered below.

8. NORMAL RASA, CONFLICTED RASA, SEMBLANCE OF RASA

The Treatise on Drama sets out the standard components for the genesis of rasa, and these were accepted without demurral over the long history of the discipline. Thus, in the erotic rasa, the “foundational factors” must be a young, highborn, heterosexual couple; the “stimulant factors” gardens, breezes, sandalwood cream, and so on; the “transitory emotions” anxiety, fatigue, disquiet, and the like; the physical “reactions” and “psychophysical responses” sidelong glances, fainting, horripilation, and
the rest that betoken the presence of the emotions. This may all sound very artifi-
cial, but Indian thinkers started from real plays and poems in their quest to under-
stand how emotion was produced, and the analytical terminology they developed
was a method for anatomizing what they found present. Aside from the dialectic typi-
cal in the history of intellectual practices, whereby description tends to morph into
prescription, it was standard procedure in Indian science to reduce the phenomenal
world to its constituent parts, which then come to look like building blocks. Analo-
gous are the rules for generating correct grammatical forms that derive from an
anatomy of real nouns and verbs, or the steps in producing a correct syllogism that
derive from actual inference.93

Other aspects of the standard model seem less familiar and suggest something
like a vernacular sociology of the aesthetic. The Treatise itself institutes this social
aesthetics, rigorously relating rasa and status; although rarely discussed in later the-
ory, it is presupposed everywhere.94 Thus, the erotic and the heroic pertain only to
characters of high status; the comic, by contrast, only to those of low or middling
status. If the fearful is found in men of high status it will always be a matter of simu-
lation: they do not, indeed cannot, fear their guru’s anger, for instance, but they
must simulate fear to be a dutiful devotee.95 More complex than these correlations
and more revealing of the history of rasa is the tragic, where kinship rather than
status is the social element at issue.

Although the English word “tragic” has a complex history of its own deriving from
Aristotelian poetics, it suitably captures the sense of the Sanskrit term karuṇa, which
is usually but misleadingly translated “compassion” or “pity.” In karuṇa rasa, not only
must someone be lost forever,96 they must also be beloved to the subject; the rasa
accordingly refers primarily to the sense of one’s own loss. By contrast, “The tragic
rasa that arises when someone grieves for a person with whom one does not have a
kinship bond,” explains Abhinavagupta, “is a semblance of the tragic and hence is it-
self comic” (for Abhinava, all semblance of rasa is comic).97 Compassion, by contrast,
is a generalized “pity for the sufferings or misfortunes of others,” according to its
dictionary definition. This feeling, however, enters the history of Indian emotions
only with Buddhism (especially Mahayana), which transvalued the dominant, quasi-
aristocratic view, here as well as in other areas of Sanskrit thought. One might even
say Buddhism redefined the very concept of “loved one” so as to comprise the whole
world, thereby turning karuṇa into the active, blind (and to modern eyes almost ir-
rational) compassion so exuberantly illustrated in the jātaka tales.98 It was the Bud-
dhists who invented compassion—and that is not the karuṇa of aesthetic discourse.

Abhinavagupta’s mention of “semblance” raises another important issue in
classical aesthetics. From the late ninth century on, lists of the standard topics of
aesthetics begin to include, along with rasas and emotions, the “semblance” of rasa and of emotion. The technical term, ābhāsa, is also used of the image of, say, a horse in a painting (turagābhāsa), or of a misleading reason in a syllogism (hetvābhāsa): something comparable to but not itself the authentic entity, and sometimes even fraudulent. In the case of “semblance of a rasa,” modern scholarship is uncertain about the matter, and it is unclear how far back in the tradition this uncertainty extends. The phrase “semblance of rasa” was first used (and probably invented) by Udbhata (c. 800) to characterize narrative that was “contrary to social propriety” and thereby violated a core feature of rasa, its ethical normativity. In the erotic, for example, the mutuality of desire would obviously be violated in the case of sexual assault. Udbhata offers as illustration a poem (of his own) where the great god Shiva is so overcome with desire for the goddess Parvati that he is on the point of taking her by force. However “contrary” such an act is in itself, there may nevertheless be good narrative reasons for relating it. Without Ravana’s violent abduction of Sita there would be no Rāmāyaṇa. What Udbhata’s and Valmiki’s poems describe is a semblance of legitimate sexual desire; what they offer, however, is decidedly not, as some contemporary scholars have described it, only a semblance of aesthetic experience.

This point is forcefully made by Singabhupala (late fourteenth century) in the subtle interpretation offered of a great poem from the Hundred of Amaru (Singabhupala typically adduces as illustrations verses from the finest works of Sanskrit literature), a wife’s lament for the fading of desire in her marriage. The rasa, the emotional experience in and derived from the poem, cannot be the erotic, since the conditions for the erotic are lacking; even the “erotic thwarted” is not possible, for this is always predicated upon the possible renewal of the “erotic enjoyed.” Nor can it be the tragic: her relationship may be dead, but her husband is not. When Singabhupala tells us that the poem “fails to attain beauty,” he is not saying the poem itself is not beautiful; the poem “fails to attain” the tenderness of the erotic, but it undoubtedly possesses some other, powerful, emotional-aesthetic force, which he calls the “semblance” of the erotic. To identify something as semblance of rasa, accordingly, is to make a judgment, not on the quality of the poem, but rather on the nature of the aesthetic experience it produces, where something is, if not always “contrary to social propriety,” as Udbhata has it, at least “out of keeping.” Far from marking failure to become a “genuine aesthetic experience,” semblance of rasa offers an experience of another order, at once morally problematic, psychologically subtle, and aesthetically complex and one that great literature cannot forgo. If rasa is the ultimate literary value, the question of how to assess the value of a literary work where rasa as such is absent—indeed, must be absent—requires real discernment, and this is what Indian thinkers brought to bear.

[28]
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The modern interpretation of semblance as “failure” may not entirely contradict tradition, however. In the seventeenth century Jagannatha approached the problem with what seems to me a cultural consciousness rather different from what came before, and where “semblance” appears to have become a mark of censure. He offers a long list of themes—and he is the first to do so—that all “produce the semblance of rasa”: desire directed toward an inappropriate object (the wife of one’s teacher, a goddess, a queen) or that is not reciprocated; desire on the part of a woman for more than one lover; “a father’s grief for a son who is querulous and wicked, or grief on the part of an ascetic who has given up all attachments; spiritual disenchantment with life on the part of an untouchable”; “martial determination on the part of a low-born man,” “laughter directed at one’s father.” Although a few of these themes are part and parcel of the greatest Sanskrit literature (how could we have a Mahábhárata without Dhritarashtra’s lamenting over his wicked son Duryodhana, or without Draupadi and her five husbands?), the remainder would never be written. No doubt earlier critics too were concerned about literary impropriety, felt that certain kinds of morally as well as physically implausible narratives could only be used if they had the stamp of tradition, and advised revising episodes even in such narratives if they violated standards of social propriety. But if I am right to see it as a new prescriptive turn in the history of rasa—perhaps a sort of conservative traditionalization on the threshold of modernity—Jagannatha’s very cataloguing of the transgressive subjects, the sort that elsewhere in the world would help to make modern literature modern, would mean proscribing them. And this may be a source, if we seek one in the tradition, of the understanding of semblance not as diagnostic of moral-aesthetic complexity, but as marking literary failure.

The standard list of rasa topics also includes analysis of the actual narrative stages or conjunctures when a rasa comes into being or ceases, when it gives way to another rasa or coexists with another in a kind of mélange. These are rarely discussed in detail. One other, however, the potential conflict of rasas, holds great theoretical interest for traditional scholars and great scope for their interpretive virtuosity.

“Flaws” were a subject of literary criticism from an early date in India, and although those relating to rasa are most fully systematized in Mammata’s Light on Poetry (in the same section he also examines the stages in the succession of rasa just mentioned), earlier scholars had thought long and hard about which rasas can and cannot be combined with other rasas—that is, about what makes for a coherent emotional experience in art, or indeed, coherent art. Anandavardhana offers the first account in the third chapter of his Light on Implicature (the source of much of Mammata), while Dhanika approaches the question from a different angle, examining the
definition of “stable emotion” and elaborately investigating the problems that arise when more than one of them is present in a poem."

It requires no professional competence to perceive that certain combinations of rasas are inherently complementary, others inherently contradictory. The violent complements the heroic as obviously in classical India as elsewhere, while the fearful, just as obviously, contradicts it. But two qualifications must be introduced here. First, some combinations produce problems peculiar to Indian cultural sensibilities, which modern readers need to understand in order to appreciate. Second, and more consequentially, the theory of conflictual rasas encouraged especially fruitful interpretive practices.

For the first point, consider the following poem (Mammata’s example of the flaw of “the use of an antithetical aesthetic factor”):

My love, be gracious, show your favor / and put your anger away . . .
My simple girl, time is a fleet deer / that, once fled, never returns.

In a love poem to one’s coy mistress of this sort, the allusion to the brevity of time (a “stimulant factor,” according to Mammata) is a component of the peaceful rasa irreconcilable, for Indian readers, with the erotic rasa of the verse, and hence the poem must be judged an aesthetic failure. Alas, poor Herrick, for your admonition to virgins to make much of time.

Other poems raise far more complex questions. In some cases the apparent contradiction between rasas—say, the erotic and the macabre—is resolved by the interposition of a mediating rasa. Here is an example offered by Dhanika:

Lucky those women who get to wear / fragrance of the finest scent.
My husband only transfers to me / the foul smell of his battle wounds.

Here the interposed heroic rasa (“battle wounds”) neutralizes the impact of the macabre (“foul smell”). Sometimes a contradiction is neutralized by the attenuated character of one of the rasas, as when a wife cries out at the sight of her husband’s dismembered corpse on the battlefield (Mammata’s example, borrowed from Ananda):

This used to loosen my belt and untie / the knot holding up my skirt, and fondle my heavy breasts and touch my navel / and thighs and mound—this very hand.

Here, while the erotic would appear to conflict with the tragic, it is actually present only in memory; the erotic, rather than diminishing the tragic, enhances it. The hi-
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Hierarchy of rasas can become dizzyingly complex, as in the following celebrated poem:

Like a husband whose betrayal is still moist
it was driven away when trying to clutch their hand,
it was mercilessly struck when grasping their hem,
shaken off when stroking their hair, and spurned
in a panic when falling at their feet,
and when attempting an embrace forcefully rebuffed
by the women of the Triple City, tears brimming in their eyes:
may this fire of Shiva's arrows burn away your sins.

According to Arjunavarmadeva (c. 1215), one among many who quote the poem, the erotic (the image of the errant lover) is subordinate to the tragic (the fire's destruction of the king of the antigods inhabiting the Triple City), and the tragic to the heroic (Shiva's grandeur), or perhaps (critics disagree) to the emotion of the devotee in the face of his god's power. Rasa, as these examples show, not only explained theoretically how emotion is created in literature, it also invited readers to develop ever more complex practices of interpretation.

9. RASA AND INSTRUCTION

De gustibus non est disputandum—"in matters of taste there can be no disputes," runs the old saw. On the face of it, taste would seem to be an affair of the heart, not the head, and rasa as "taste" would hardly be expected to pertain to the domain of reason, preeminently moral, social, or other kind of judgment. Thinkers in classical India directly engaged this question, like their counterparts in the early modern West, though the discussion proceeded differently in the two cases, with equally divergent outcomes.

As with so much in the history of Indian aesthetics, the conversation begins with Bhatta Nayaka. Since the time of Bhamaha (c. 650) the view had been dominant that the cultivation of literature produces pleasure but also "instruction"—in this context, always instruction in the four "ends of man," love, wealth, morality, and spiritual liberation—with the two outcomes equally balanced. This old view came to be embodied in the very definition of rasa at a relatively early stage. For Pratiharenduraja (c. 900), the "enhancement" of the stable emotion that leads to rasa meant its development, in all its complexity and along with all its requisite contextual elements, precisely as a source of instruction. It cannot have been much later that Bhatta
Nayaka for the first time contested such didacticism. His challenge is implied in the famous differentiation of genres that is almost certainly his own: if scripture commands us like a master and history counsels us like a friend, literature seduces us like a beloved. But it is directly expressed in one of his few surviving fragments: reading literature is about experiencing rasa, not gaining knowledge of some moral precept, something his follower Dhanamjaya was thinking of when at the beginning of his Ten Dramatic Forms he sarcastically proclaims, “I salute the fool who turns his face from pleasure and thinks the point of literature is mere instruction, no different from historical narrative.”111 This too is the position Abhinavagupta defends early in his commentary on Light on Implicature: in literature, “pleasure is the predominant element”; it is “bliss that constitutes the final goal of literature, taking priority over even instruction.”112 Yet it is a position he would qualify and eventually abandon.

In his turn away from Bhatta Nayaka, Abhinava was taking a cue from his teacher Bhatta Tota (c. 975). Again, we have only a fragment that explains the latter’s position, but it seems clear enough: “Pleasure is constitutive of rasa, and rasa is simply drama, and drama simply knowledge.” Pleasure may still be held to be an essential component of literary art, but not an end in itself; its true purpose is “knowledge” of the four ends of man. This fragment is cited by Abhinava late in his commentary on the Light itself in a closely reasoned passage that seeks, or so it seems, to manage a tension with his earlier statement. Rasa, he explains,

is made possible by virtue of the “conjunction of aesthetic elements” that are themselves inseparable from instruction in the four ends of man. In composing the elements appropriate to a given rasa, the poet’s total “self-surrender to the savoring of rasa” that Anandavardhana stipulates is actually what is instrumental in making such instruction fit and apposite. Hence, literary pleasure as such is instrumental to education, as my teacher argued.

To soften the seeming contradiction with his earlier argument, he adds that pleasure and instruction are not two separate things since they converge in a single object, the propriety (auxiccyta) of the aesthetic elements: the experience of rasa is preconfigured (in terms of which elements are “appropriate” to the production of each rasa) to align with social norms (in terms of which responses are the “appropriate” ones to engender in the first place). “The source of literary pleasure as such lies, as I have repeatedly said, in the social propriety of the aesthetic elements, whereas ‘instruction’ is nothing other than the correct understanding of those elements, as being ‘appropriate’ each in its own way to the given rasa.” Instruction
through literature, he concludes, should concern itself with practices that conduce
to the success of the protagonist or to the defeat of the antagonist.113

In his later commentary on the Treatise on Drama, a far more insistent theory of rasa
as social and moral pedagogy is developed. The whole focus of aesthetic experience
is shifted to the emotions that pertain to the ends of man: “The end result of the
savoring is instruction in morality and the other ends of man”; the viewer of drama
“comes to possess a certain form of consciousness of the sort conveyed by the deontic
language of scripture—that those who do such and such a thing receive such and such a
reward.”114 By a virtuosic if no doubt anachronistic reading, he links Bharata’s idea of
the four primary rasas, the erotic, the violent, the heroic, and the peaceful (replacing
Bharata’s macabre), with the four ends of man, love, wealth, morality, and liberation.
And in his account of the sixth hindrance to aesthetic consciousness (concentrating
on nonessential parts of the artwork), Abhinava explains that the “most essential
aesthetic components are those several forms of consciousness that pertain to the ends
of man,” and again correlates with them the stable emotions, desire, anger, determi­
nation, and impassivity.115 Literature’s capacity to refine our moral imagination is thus
continually reasserted as a central tenet of Abhinava’s mature aesthetic theory.

It deserves noting, given Kant’s influential “differentiation” of aesthetic judgment
from social and moral judgment, that the domains of these types of judgments over­
lapped closely in classical India. Equally notable, however, is the actual nature of
such “judgment.” The pedagogy enabled by rasa experience is not learning to feel
the way another has felt, to see the world through the eyes of another, to develop
solidarity with another in his suffering—what the philosopher Richard Rorty, for
example, understood to be the moral work of literature.116 This may appear to be
implicit in the discourse on rasa: how else, one might suppose, could what Bhatta
Nayaka called “commonization” or the “heart’s concurrence” achieve their effect
without an ethical education that made it possible to experience the experience of
another as one’s own? But Indian thinkers never quite make this explicit; such an
interpretation even seems to misconstrue their argument. Commonization is con­
cerned less with positing a broadly human, and humane, way of understanding
narrative—like Rorty’s (widely shared) view that “by identification with Mr. Causau­
bon in Middlemarch . . . we may come to notice what we ourselves have been doing,”
our blindness to the pain of others, for example—than with applying the narrative to
one’s own life by assimilating its notions of propriety. Taking pleasure in that nar­
rative was instrumental to the creation and confirmation of the judgment of a work’s
moral order, and about that order there was no dispute, since there was no dispute
about the social norms with which it was to be correlated. A narrative has an es­
sence, to which there is a “proper” way to respond.117 The pedagogy of rasa was,
thus, not a matter of working through the moral ambiguity of literature (was it just that Dushyanta should reject the pregnant Shakuntala?); traditional readers never highlight such ambiguity, however much poets may have invited them to do so. On the contrary, literature was understood to present not questions but answers, which were easier to learn through literature than through other communicative forms. One could well say, then, that for Indian aesthetics, there really is no disputing in matters of taste, not because each reader has his own in accordance with the relativist-skeptical stance of modernity, but because all readers have, ideally, the same.

Nothing said so far, however, explains how viewers and readers are able to taste rasa in the first place and to grasp its social-moral logic. Is any special knowledge required? What exactly is the role, if any, of aesthetic theory itself in the education of taste? How, in short, does a rasika, a person able to taste rasa, come to be a rasika? Rasa theory would seem to be an account of everyday aesthetic experience, of how viewers and readers react. And after all, what special training is required for getting lost in a book or film? Perhaps more than we know, since although it may seem to be a natural human capacity, Indian thinkers saw “nature” quite otherwise. A rasika may largely be born, not made, but who is born a rasika?

Not many thinkers addressed this question directly. For Vishvanatha (c. 1350), only “certain special people” have the capacity for relishing rasa, those who have a “super-abundance of sensitivity” and “possess merit acquired in a former existence,” or as he puts it elsewhere, the requisite “predispositions.” Those lacking such capacities—here Vishvanatha cites from the lost work of Dharmadatta—“are like the walls and wooden posts and stone floor inside the theater.” Predispositions are acquired in one’s present existence as well as in former ones, and these are what make the savoring of rasa possible. If we did not hypothesize a causal force of predispositions cultivated in a present life, we would expect even dry-as-dust theologians to savor rasa; if we gave no causal force to those acquired in a past life, we could not explain why some who are keen to savor rasa are incapable of doing so. There is no doubt a good answer to the obvious question why the endless cycle of transmigration would not eventually endow all people with all predispositions, but our thinkers do not provide it.

There is more to aesthetic sensitivity than simply one’s predestination for it, to be sure. Abhinavagupta argues that receptivity comes, at least in part, from a previous study of literature. But that too requires the presence of good karma from past lives, a “heart by nature like a spotless mirror,” a mind “no longer subject to the anger, confusion, craving, and so on typical of this phenomenal world.” Only those traits enable rasa to manifest itself “with absolute clarity.” In the end, rasa theory is meant to explain the world of aesthetic response, and not—except incidentally, as knowledge that prestructures interpretation—to teach us to cultivate it.
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10. THE INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF RASA DISCOURSE

The foregoing account is one attempt to reconstruct the historical transformations of rasa thought as plausibly as evidence permits. It must be inaccurate in some particulars, given the limits of my knowledge, but it also must be untrue, in several senses of “untrue.” I cannot have told the whole story of rasa, and not only because no one can know historical stories in their entirety. First, there is the question of sources. We are painfully aware of texts that have disappeared—in fact, no discipline of classical India has suffered greater losses than aesthetics.120 In addition, some texts have been preserved in only a very few manuscripts, or only in part, or in such a state that for stretches on end they are close to unreadable, or, conversely, in so many manuscripts that the very idea of a producing coherent, let alone critical, edition seems absurd.121 And this is to say nothing of the difficulties that confront the reader trying to make sense of texts that the tradition itself shied away from commenting on.122

My account can be said to be untrue in a second sense, as diverging from what the agents themselves believed about what I have come to think of as the recoding of the meaning of “manifestation,” for example, or, more consequentially, about the extension of aesthetic theory from drama to poetry or the shift from formalism to reception. Disagreement with tradition raises knotty if familiar questions about what makes an interpretation valid and for whom, and about history itself—or rather, about history (the scholar’s) against itself (the participants’).

In one last, related sense my account cannot quite be true, given that in some cases, we have access to texts that few in the tradition did, texts that scarcely entered into circulation in their primary sphere and hence had minimal historical effects. This is surprisingly the case with two masterpieces, Abhinavagupta’s New Dramatic Art and Bhoja’s Light on Passion. The contemporary scholar is thereby put in the strange position, the reverse of the first predicament, of knowing more of the intellectual history of this discourse than some of its participants had access to.

It may be useful to try more precisely to characterize the foregoing history of rasa from two different directions: from the inside out, so to speak, and from the outside in. From the first perspective we can perceive ideas, presuppositions, or objectives that the actors themselves were aware of, even though we may know little about them now; from the second, we can identify conditions that structured their knowledge that the actors themselves may not have been aware of. Each perspective comprises its own kind of historical effectiveness.

One constraint on the discourse of rasa, so far little mentioned but far-reaching and largely acknowledged by the participants, pertains to their philosophical or religious affiliations. Many of our literary theorists also wrote on philosophy or
and thus, as in the Western tradition from Aristotle to Kant to Dewey, a formative if not constitutive relationship held between aesthetics and philosophical worldviews. But disentangling this relationship is no easy task in itself, and it is made harder by the unfortunate thinness in the record just where we need it to be thick: on the value commitments of most of our thinkers. If we knew that Shri Shankuka was in fact a Buddhist, we could better understand his arguments both about the place of inference in the aesthetic process (inference and perception being the only two means of valid knowledge that Buddhists accept) and, somewhat more speculatively, about the sources of his view of “imitation” (which perhaps lay in Yogachara “illusionism”). That Bhatta Nayaka’s allegiance to Mimamsa (far deeper than Anandavardhana’s) marked his entire system is crystal clear, but if we understood precisely which brand of Mimamsa this was, Kumarila’s, Prabhakara’s, or another, we might be able to develop a richer sense of how he thought “actualization” worked, and more particularly, how the “eventful narrative” (arthavāda) embedded in scripture “rouses” the ritual agent to re-create the ritual act—and, homologously, the reader the literary narrative. Bhoja is more direct about his Samkhya inheritance (less so about his Shaivism), but it is a laborious task to reconstruct just how far this inflected his aesthetic theory, beyond the obvious role of the theory of the three psychophysical elements in his understanding of the “sense-of-self” that constitutes “passion.” The situation does become more perspicuous as the meta-aesthetic discourse shifts from philosophy toward religion, where Abhinavagupta’s theory of aesthetic consciousness shares many traits with, though is not necessarily conceptually dependent on, his theory of liberated consciousness; the reverse might be posited of the later Advaita aestheticians Vishvanathadeva and Jagannatha, about whose religious views the information in the second case is sparse, in the first case entirely absent. Rupa and Jiva Gosvamin, by contrast, are known primarily as religious thinkers, and their views help us understand how religion and aesthetics were not just related but fused into a new aesthetic theology—at the same time hinting at what we are missing more generally about the religio-philosophical context of earlier aesthetic thinking.

A second dimension of intellectual history from the inside out concerns the status and practice of intellectual history in the tradition itself—how the thinkers themselves sought to grasp the development of their discipline—and the sources they had at their disposal. Abhinavagupta is the first to have brought a chronological sensibility to rasa discourse: the prologue to his own “purified” theory in The New Dramatic Art is clearly meant to represent ideas that succeed one another in time and in value. He was able to reconstruct this order—going back some three centuries (to the time of Dandin, c. 700)—because the actual texts were still available to him. The number and diversity of citations in his own commentary from the early writers on
the Treatise on Drama attest to this availability; the same holds, naturally, for his familiarity with the works of his own teachers, Bhatta Tota and Bhatta Induraja. By the mid-twelfth century, however, scholars were already departing from a strict chronological approach. In his treatment of the history of rhetoric more generally, Ruyyaka places his discussion of Kuntaka and Bhatta Nayaka before that of Anandavardhana, a temporal displacement one of his commentators explains by noting that although both thinkers came later, they are presented as earlier “since they were following the doctrines of the ancients”; by contrast, Mahima Bhatta is said to have “put forward something of his own invention entirely” and so is treated after Ananda. Here chronology is inflected by a kind of axiology (the validity of which we will assess momentarily) that comes to the fore in later discussions of rasa.

While many of those discussions adopt some version of Abhinava’s account, they are subject to two important limitations. First, almost without exception, no later scholar had access to any of the original texts Abhinava cites, or even to The New Dramatic Art, where many are discussed; they all derive their overview from the exposition in his Eye for Light on Implicature (which admittedly sometimes provides more detail), or, far more frequently, from Mammata’s précis of this exposition in his Light on Poetry. Second, and no doubt as a consequence of this documentary deficiency, the very content of the chronology and hence its structure begins to change after the eleventh century. Jagannatha (c. 1650) discusses eleven different interpretations of rasa in an order that is entirely evaluative: it starts with the doctrine he accepts (Abhinava’s) and ends with those he almost certainly invented to demonstrate the slow descent into ever greater inadmissibility. (In the same spirit of anachronism, unless it is parody, he makes Bhatta Nayaka speak in the rebarbative style of the “New Logicians” that came to prominence only four centuries after his death). The natural conclusion to this development of the discourse—what we might call its pure logicization—is found at its endpoint, in the work of Rajacudamani Dikshita (c. 1650, not excerpted here). His “history” of rasa dispenses entirely with historical sources, becoming an account not of what the positions actually were, but of what conceptually they should have been.

It is a rather fine line that divides this practice (and tacit theory) of intellectual history from what we can perceive when we look from the outside in. This perspective offers a view of issues that those who made the history could not or did not—so far as we can tell—perceive themselves. A few examples both minor and major, which, given his prominence, are best provided by the works and practices of Abhinavagupta, suffice to give a sense of the problematic as a whole.

The New Dramatic Art, written in Kashmir around 1000 C.E., seems to have vanished from there almost as soon as the ink was dry. The only scholars in the premodern
era who evince direct knowledge of the work all lived in Gujarat during the twelfth century. What others knew of Abhinava's aesthetic philosophy comes from his earlier commentary on Anandavardhana, *The Eye for Light on Implicature*, or from Mam-mata's précis (Mammata himself shows no evidence of having read *The New Dramatic Art* either, though the question awaits systematic study). What does this lacuna mean for intellectual history?

For one thing, since the views on rasa in the two works are not identical, Abhinava's mature theory was essentially unknown to subsequent scholars. Consider his understanding of the state of consciousness that the aesthetic experience represents. At various high points of his exposition, such as his definition of drama, Abhinava announces his name for this state: *anuvyavasāya*, secondary or reflexive knowledge of a knowledge, but he goes on to carefully gloss this in order to signal its newly charged meaning (it is “on the order of a direct awareness,” “consists of the light of the bliss that is one’s own pure consciousness,” and so on). The term—Abhinava's version of Bhatta Nayaka's “experience” through “actualization”—is used in Abhinava's aesthetic sense in no other text on rasa discourse, because no other text knew that sense or the work in which it was contained.

What later texts do represent as part of Abhinava's aesthetic theory concerns the “manifestation” doctrine of rasa that he developed in his commentary on *Anandasambodhi*. As we saw, Abhinava, confronted with the potential obsolescence of Ananda's treatment of rasa in the wake of Bhatta Nayaka's revolution, transformed an object-oriented linguistic notion into a subject-oriented psychological one—what is now “manifested” is the stable emotion in the heart of the sensitive reader rather than rasa in the text. The core terminology for this modality, “manifestation” (*vyāñjana* and its various cognates), is virtually absent from *The New Dramatic Art*. The concept clearly had no further role to play for Abhinava, since his new theory is hermeneutical. For all subsequent thinkers, however, “manifestation” became the watchword of Abhinava aesthetics, something possible only if *The New Dramatic Art* was unknown to them.

The history of the reception of Abhinava's conceptual leap in *The Eye* is even more revealing than this bibliographical lacuna. No later scholar ever comments explicitly on the transvaluation of Anandavardhana's idea of “manifestation” developed by Abhinava when he moved it out of the old thought world of formalism into the new one of reception. The fact that he appropriated Bhatta Nayaka's concept of “experience” when reworking “manifestation” likewise went entirely unrecognized by subsequent thinkers.

All that said, the scholarly practices in evidence here have a long history. When Abhinava ascribes to Bharata himself aspects of Bhatta Nayaka's theory, as well as
the entirety of his own radically “purified” aesthetic theory (“it is simply what the
sage himself has said and nothing new at all”), he is in quest of an old warrant for a
new idea, a conventional move in classical thought and found elsewhere in aesthetics
per se.135 To assess Abhinava’s rewriting of Ananda as a commentator’s misinterpre­
tation of his base text, however, would be to misinterpret the commentarial function
in classical India. Commentary could legitimately encompass not just exegesis of
the old but also promulgation of the new, no matter how much at variance the two
might seem to a present-day scholar.

Beyond the transformations of rasa thought, how variously they appear when seen
from the inside out and the outside in, and what the practice of intellectual history
means in the two cases, there are conundrums having to do with the overall histori­
cal shape of the discourse. The three most obvious are why rasa theory came
into being when it did, why it exploded into prominence when it did, and why it
came to an end when it did.

Theory is related, however obscurely, to practice, and the history of rasa theory
roughly maps against the history of the practice of Sanskrit literature—understanding
“literature” in the sense accorded to the category in Sanskrit culture itself. In that
sense, Sanskrit literature was an invention of the beginning of the Common Era, and
the theory of dramatic composition arose relatively soon thereafter. The slow (and fit­
ful) process of incorporating poetry into that theory started not much later than the
true efflorescence of poetry (in non-Buddhist circles) around the fourth century.136

What is striking is how quickly rasa became so central to learned discourse in royal
courts from Kashmir to southern India. Bhoja, for example, produced two works
that engaged the theory of rasa head-on while ruling from a highly visible, even sto­
ried, court at Dhara in central India. Why the ruling elite’s interest in aesthetics arose
when it did (though earlier thinkers like Dandin and Udbhata were also associated
with courts) is no easier to answer than the parallel question of why aesthetics in
Europe should have emerged first in the early eighteenth century. One can easily coor­
dinate the interests of the court with the cultivation of courtly norms that the aesthetic
imagination was meant to reproduce—indeed, perhaps too easily, for coordination all
too quickly becomes reduction. It may be true, as I once put it, that good readers—of the
sort Bhoja intended his work to form—make good subjects, and, as Terry Eagleton has
it, that the aesthetic lies “at the very root of social relations” as the “source of all hu­
man bonding.”137 But these are bare theoretical bones, and we need more resources,
of the sort this sourcebook seeks to provide, if we are to put flesh on them.

Far more complicated than the beginnings of rasa discourse or its consolidation
as an important cultural-political form is the question of its ending. Space permit­
ting, I would have concluded the Reader with Rajacudamani’s Mirror of Poetry because
that work shows not only a marked discursive transformation—one entirely de-historized, as we saw, where early thinkers have become ideal types entirely disconnected from their actual works (most of which had disappeared as much as a millennium earlier)—but also a marked exhaustion. Rajacudamani reproduces the same set of topics in play from the time of Abhinava and adds nothing from his own time and place, the remarkable world of south Indian culture at the height of Nāyaka power.138 Later works advance in not one particular our understanding of either the substance of rasa theory or its history.139 Many works purportedly dealing with rasa are actually anthologies of poetry illustrating the rasas, in imitation of Bhanudatta’s River of Rasa (c. 1500), but containing nothing of his analytical concerns.140 Clearly, if somewhat perplexingly, the analysis of literary emotion had ceded place to the creation of literary emotion. The remarkable flowering of a new rasa theory among Bengali Vaishnavas was accompanied by a remarkable flowering of new poetry, but while the production of poetry continued, no further theoretical contributions were made after the seventeenth century. The last work I examined from before the colonial caesura, Acyutaray Modak’s Essence of Literary Art (Sahityasdra, c. 1820), is fully representative of the endpoint of the discourse. His interests are altogether other (mostly rhetorical), and when he turns to rasa in the final chapter of his treatise, he does no more than offer a few verses illustrating the erotic.

The picture does not change even if we widen our lens beyond the sphere of Sanskrit intellectuals. Across the early modern vernacular world, poets were clearly fascinated by rasa; the pen names even Muslim poets adopted, “Raslin,” “Raskhan,” and the like, attest to this. Yet Sufi masters who wrote in Avadhi, aside from incorporating rasa categories into their romances, had no interest in advancing the theoretical project of classical aesthetics. Hindu intellectuals produced large numbers of studies, but again these were either restatements and anthologies on the model of Bhanudatta’s specialized treatise on the typology of leading female characters (nāyikābheda) in his Bouquet of Rasa (Rasamañjañi), or vernacularizations of older classics (like Kulapati Mishra’s 1670 Secret of Rasa, Rasarahasya, a version of Mammata’s Light on Poetry), which embody nothing of the conceptual ferment that had marked the discourse over the previous millennium.141 Although many works await editing, nothing, published or not, suggests that early modern intellectuals of whatever linguistic orientation or religious persuasion had anything to add to the rasa conversation.142 That the end came on the eve of colonialism is entirely coincidental, and cannot by any means be construed as a consequence.

From one angle, rasa discourse in the period 1650–1800 presents a picture of intellectual stasis. At times it was hard to move the conversation forward, since innovation in Sanskrit thought was always threatened with Ockham’s Razor. Bhanudatta
in 1500 had to defend his invention of the “fantasy” rasa from the charge that it had “no traditional standing,” just as centuries earlier Anandavardhana had to defend “implicature.” The impediment of “scholarly convention” did not of course stop either scholar, or Bhoja, who directly attacked it. But Jagannatha in the mid-seventeenth century evinces a newly heightened sense of traditionalism when he refuses to entertain the possibility of any modification of the received aesthetic system—by the addition of the devotional rasa, for example—lest disciplinary chaos ensue. All the other questions, of the sort that modern aesthetics learned to ask—about the criteria for identifying something as art, or interpreting it, or evaluating it beyond the traditional system of genre compliance, rhetorical exegesis, and the specification of disqualifying “flaws”—were even further removed from the agenda.

Whatever the force of such explanations for the discipline’s denouement, another seems considerably less cogent, namely, that rasa theory was simply too inflexible to account for new kinds of poetry that appeared in the early modern period, since there are two unwarranted assumptions in the argument. One is that the new literature was radically incommensurate with the old, but this has yet to be convincingly demonstrated. The other is that rasa theory as such was somehow narrowly tied to that old literature, but this is based on an impoverished understanding of the theory’s aim, which, as the materials offered in this Reader show, is to account for the emotional core of literature and why we respond to it the way we do, and which accordingly cannot be tied to any historical moment. A related notion, that rasa theory was exclusive to drama and Sanskrit drama declined in the early modern era, is wrong on both counts.

Viewed from another angle, and with greater hermeneutical charity, the fact that rasa discourse did come to an end might be taken as marking the attainment of a state of conceptual plenitude. After a millennium and a half of the most searching analysis the world had ever seen—on the basis of a carefully elaborated lexicon, stable categories, and fully shared assumptions of core questions—of the emotional structure of literary artworks, thinkers were perhaps justified in believing that they had carefully weighed every possible alternative and fully understood the nature of aesthetic response—and that there was nothing left to say.

11. “TASTE” COMPARISON AND THE PORTABILITY OF RASA THEORY

Why should “taste” have become the pre-eminent metaphor for understanding aesthetic response in classical India? Curiously, this is something our authorities never care to argue out on philosophical grounds. They unpack the idea only for its metaphorical implication, and then only with respect to the capacity of the aesthetic
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object to combine disparate elements into a whole, the way a mixed drink combines its ingredients to produce a single gustatory experience (the asymmetry between the six sensory tastes—sweet, sour, bitter, etc.—and the eight aesthetic tastes holds little interest for them). There may have been the incidental implication that rasa theory imparts “the ability to detect all the ingredients in a composition,” as Hume famously defined taste, but this was never directly stated, and the very relationship between knowing rasa theory and improving reading practices went largely unexamined. Occasionally the image is extended to the “chewing over” required to get the full sense of a poem, the way sugarcane must be slowly chewed to extract its juice. But generally speaking, the metaphor did no further work. In particular, Indian thinkers seemed unconcerned to explain the relationship, obscure on the face of it, between nonrational “taste” and the highly rational social and moral judgments in which the rasa experience of literature is meant to school the reader. Perhaps it was too obvious to them, and only modern Western readers feel the need for such an explanation, living as they do in a world where knowledge has become the preserve of reason alone, with the relationship between taste and moral judgment severed and the “aesthetic concept of morality” lost for good.

Even more curious than the presence of the metaphor is the fact that a second great tradition of aesthetic analysis, at the start of the modern era, should have independently settled on the same way of expressing the response to art. True enough, for both traditions it would have been obvious that this response occurs initially at the experiential, even physical level, and only subsequently at an intellectual one. “Aisthesis” in the radical Greek sense of the word, as a general term for this object of study—the “feeling” part of art—makes very good sense. But “taste”? Does it really offer a “natural” metaphor for the aesthetic sensibility, and if so, in what sense? It may be only their vagueness that makes other metaphorical locutions for aesthetic experience, such as being “touched” or “moved,” any less curious. But on the face of it, to say, however figuratively, that taste is the medium of our interaction with art is no less strange than saying it is smell.

Unlike smell, taste admits of degrees; as a bodily sense it also has a more direct relationship with the object as well as with the object’s pleasure than the “distance” senses such as sight (we like tastes in a more intimate way than we like sights). Though natural, it can in principle be improved with training, the sort of training that, in the case of artworks, aesthetics would hypothetically be able to provide (as we have seen, there is uncertainty about this in India). It can also be “acquired.” But additionally, taste seems to capture that special phenomenological truth formulated by Dufrenne. Feeling is embedded in the object no less than in the subject, and the viewer experiences feeling because affective quality belongs to the artwork; in the
same way, we have the taste of a thing only because the thing itself has taste, as it
does not have sight. The long debate over rasa's location can be seen as a search for
an understanding already gained by the metaphor itself—this is just what Abhi-
navagupta argued—one not attained in the West until the rise of phenomenologi­
cal aesthetics.

The use of the metaphor in European intellectual history seems to have begun
with the Jesuit thinker Balthasar Gracian in the early seventeenth century, for whom
taste functioned more as a moral category than an aesthetic one: it is possible to re­
fine the taste as well as the mind; in taste begins the drawing of distinctions and hence
social cultivation. Taste became central to aesthetics, however, only when aest­
hetics was first invented as a discipline in the mid-eighteenth century, in a world
where the hereditary prerogatives of aristocracy were weakening and judgment it­
self was becoming the foundation of a new society. Hume's concern, like that of
many other eighteenth-century thinkers, was to establish a standard of taste in the
face of subjective aesthetic sentiment, which he does by tracing the diversity of
taste to a diversity in capacities to register what are, for him, objective qualities of
beauty. His emphasis on judgment may set him apart from our Indian theorists;
however subjective "taste" may seem to us, there was never any doubt for Indians
that a single standard could apply. Yet like them Hume holds that the cultivation
of art is essentially the cultivation of moral awareness, though the process is very dif­
ferent in the two worlds. For Hume, passion is linked with taste; it is something to be
disciplined by taste, which is the true source of happiness; art refines our feelings.

For Indian thinkers, the relationship of emotion to reason was in general a question
of little philosophical interest, but neither was emotion something to be subordi­
nated to or dominated by knowledge, as it was for Plato and most of his successors.
And in any case, aesthetic pedagogy unfolds for Indians in a far more explicit man­
ner: the viewer of a play becomes suffused "by the desire to attain the good and to
avoid the bad," as Abhinava puts it, and "he actually comes to do the one and to shun
the other, given that he has now gained an understanding to this end." What is most fundamentally constitutive of the Indian discourse on rasa, namely,
the relationship between taste and social propriety ("The one thing that can impair
rasa is impropriety," says Anandavardhana. "Composing with customary propriety—
that is rasa's deep secret"), is also most occluded, for the sources of social propriety
lay far below the level of analysis. Propriety was simply a given. This "miscogni­
tion" of the social determinants of judgment was largely the case in the West as well,
until critique became a component of criticism and taste was identified as a marker
of social status. The distinctions social subjects make—between the beautiful
and the ugly, or whatever—serve to distinguish themselves ("Taste classifies, and it
classifies the classifier”).159 “Good taste,” “bad taste,” “tasteless”: these are things for which we can easily provide Sanskrit translations (sarasa, virasa, nirasa, etc.), but the latter carry, or are permitted to carry, no hint of the social origins that would impugn their naturalness. Whereas the English term “taste” is always applied to the capacity of the social subject, the Sanskrit term is typically tied to the aesthetic object.

As for the Weberian account with which we started, not much is left. There was indubitably an autonomous domain of art in India before the coming of European modernity, one fully distinguished from the religious sphere. No Indian Arnold may have ever suggested that poetry could replace religion as a source of salvation, though Bhatta Nayaka came close. But it was only in the sixteenth century that thinkers claimed, or came close to claiming, religion could replace poetry. Before this, literature for Sanskrit thinkers was an affair of this world, and aesthetic theory was a way of making sense of how the world produced rasa, and rasa helped reproduce the world.

12. RASA PAST AND FUTURE

There is a proclivity in a certain strain of postcolonial thought to assert claims to conceptual priority: the precolony is always supposed to have preempted colonialism in its theoretical understanding of the world. This is demonstrated for classical Indian aesthetics by awarding it a kind of superior insight and universal applicability (“Rasa in Shakespeare” is the genre of study I have in mind). To understand rasa as a historical form of thought, however, as I try to enable the reader of this Reader to do, is to confront a theory clearly contingent on a nonmodern worldview and understanding of literary art. Its full conceptualization is intimately tied to a number of primary, uncontested, and largely nontransferable Indian presuppositions—about the threefold psychophysiology of Samkhya, for example, or the storage of memories of past lives, or even transmigration. That said, rasa theory does offer an account of widely shared mental processes and an analytic procedure that enable us here and now to think through more clearly and talk more precisely about features of our own aesthetic experience for which we have no ready-to-hand concepts or language. Even more fundamentally, it allows us to admit that we have such experiences in the first place.

For in fact, reading with emotion in the modern West was until recently viewed as a fallacy—indeed, it was called the “Affective Fallacy.” Even before W. K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley coined the phrase in their well-known essay, René Wellek sought to proscribe the “emotive” criticism of literature, reducing it to “the labeling of works of art by emotional terms like ‘joyful,’ ‘gay,’ ‘melancholy,’ and so forth,” and
denying that “even if we define these emotions as closely as we can, we are still quite removed from the specific object which induced them.” Emotion “has nothing to do with the actual object” of literary study; in addition, its analyses are unverifiable and cannot contribute to a “cooperative advance in our knowledge.” For Wimsatt and Beardsley, attempting to understand what a poem is from what the poem does, far from being a route to overcome the obstacles to objective criticism, actually leads “away from criticism and from poetry” toward impressionism and relativism. What counts is referential meaning, not emotion: “It may well be that the contemplation of this object, or pattern of emotive knowledge, which is the poem, is the ground for some ultimate emotional state which may be termed the aesthetic. . . . But it is no concern of criticism, no part of criteria.”

In the last decade there has been a growing unease with these grand dismissals. Emotion, in literary criticism, philosophical aesthetics, and even social theory, is staging something of an insurgency, with the rise of an “affective turn” prompting new histories of the emotions, new studies of the emotions in history, and new cognitive theories of the emotions. And here rasa theory and its history may have some role to play. The theory offers an acute dissection of the elements that produce—as they undeniably produce—emotion in the literary artwork, and a perceptive analysis of the psychological process of viewer or reader response, while the very disputes that marked the theory’s historical development contain a whole universe of enduring, contending assessments. In the best of cases it may even help us unlearn old modes of reading while gaining new ones, to better understand what it means to experience art and hence to be a full human being.
### RASAS, STABLE EMOTIONS, AESTHETIC ELEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aesthetic elements</td>
<td>vibhāvādi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the affectionate</td>
<td>preyaḥ/preyān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amazement</td>
<td>vismaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amusement</td>
<td>hāsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>krodha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attachment</td>
<td>sneha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the comic</td>
<td>hāsya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desire</td>
<td>rati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>determination</td>
<td>utsāha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispassion</td>
<td>nirvēda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotion</td>
<td>bhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the erotic</td>
<td>śrīgāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the erotic enjoyed</td>
<td>saṁbhogaśrīgāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the erotic thwarted</td>
<td>vipralambhaśrīgāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factor; “factoring”</td>
<td>vibhāva; vibhāvana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the fantastic</td>
<td>adbhuta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>bhaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the fearful</td>
<td>bhayānaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foundational factor</td>
<td>ālambanavibhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grief</td>
<td>śoka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the heroic</td>
<td>vīra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the heroic in war, munificence, compassion</td>
<td>yuddha-, dāna-, dayā- (or dharma-) vīra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(or morality)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impassivity</td>
<td>śama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the macabre</td>
<td>bibhatsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motherly love (sometimes, parental affection)</td>
<td>vātsalya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the noble
the peaceful
psychophysical responses (sometimes, “sensitivities”)
reaction (physical); “reactionizing”
revulsion
stable emotion
stimulant factor
the tragic
transient (emotion)
transitory emotion; “emotivizing”
the vainglorious
the violent

udātta (sometimes ārjasvīn)
śānta
sāttvikā[anu]bhāva
anubhāva; anubhāvana
jugupsā
sthāyībhāva
uddipanavibhāva
karuṇa
samcāri
vyabhicāribhāva; vyabhicāribhāvana
uddhata
raudra

THE THIRTY-THREE TRANSITORY EMOTIONS

anxiety
attachment
confusion
depression
despair
despondency
dissimulation
dreaming
dying
exhaustion
fatigue
ferocity
fright
intoxication
jealousy
joy
longing
madness
numbness
panic
perplexity
possession (sometimes, misrecollection)
pride
recklessness
remembrance
resentment
sagacity
satisfaction (sometimes, constancy)
shame
cintā
sneha¹
moha
viṣāda
nirveda
dainya
avaihītham
suptam
marana
śrama
glāni
ugratā
trāsa
mada
īṛṣyā²
harṣa
autṣukya
unmāda
jadatā
āvega
vitarka
apasmāra
garva
capalatā
smṛti
asūyā
mati
dhṛti
vṛiḍā
sickness
sleepiness
torpor
waking
disquiet
vindictiveness
vyādhi
nīdrā
ālasya
prā(vi)bodha
śarikhā
amarṣa

THE EIGHT PSYCHOPHYSICAL RESPONSES
broken voice
fainting
horripilation
pallor
paralysis
perspiration
trembling
weeping
svarabheda (-bhanga)
pralaya
romāṇca
vaivarnya
stambha
sveda
vepathu
aśru

THE FOUR KINDS OF LEADING MALE CHARACTER
the dignified
the peaceful
the romantic
the vainglorious
dhīrodāta
dhīrapraśānta
dhīralalita
dhīroddhata

THE TEN FORMS OF CHARming BEHAVIOR
adornment
coquetry
coyness
disarray
giving the cold shoulder
mimicry
negligence
reticence
saying no when meaning yes
turmoil
lalita
vilāsa
moṭṭhāyatam
vibhrama
bibboka
līlā
vicchitti
vihṛta
kuṭṭhamitam
kilakiṅcitam

THE TEN STAGES OF THE EROTIC THWARTED
anxiety
craving
death
cintā
abhilāṣa
nīdhana
ENGLISH-SANSKRIT GLOSSARY

distress

udvega
gunakirtana
unmada
pralapa
smriti
vyadhī
jadatā

OTHER TECHNICAL TERMS

absorption (sometimes, repose)
averagé
(actualization)
affectionate utterance
cessation (of a rasa or emotion)
charming behavior
coloration
“commonize,” “commonization”
complete identification with
conjuncture (of two rasas or emotions)
connotation
costume (sometimes regional customs)
denotation
direct awareness; aesthetic visualization
distinct comprehension
dramatic mode

distress

glorification

madness

raving

remembrance

sickness

stupor

ecstasy

ego

emergence (of a rasa or emotion)
emotion poetry

ends of man

enhance

experience, experientialization

expression; sometimes, literary language

figure of sense or sound; ornament

full complement (of aesthetic elements)

haughty utterance

heart’s concurrence

viśrānti
abhinaya
āṅgika, vācika, sātvika, āhārya
bhāvanā
preyajñ (preyasvat in Udbhata)
sānti
hāva
uparañjana
sādhāranikṛ, sādharanikarana
anusandhāna (-dhī) (in Bhatta Lollata)
sanāhi
lakṣanā
pravrddti
abhūdha
sākṣātkīra
anusandhāna (in Shri Shankuka)
vrddti (bharati: verbal mode; sāttvati: serene/sublime mental mode, pertaining to the heroic in particular; ārābhaṭi: energetic physical mode, pertaining to the violent in particular; kaiśīki: graceful, pertaining to the erotic in particular)
laya
ahārikāra
udaya
bhāvavāgya
pruṣaśārtha
pari + puṣ
bhoga, bhogakṛti, bhogikṛtvā, bhogakṛtvā
abhūdha (in Bhatta Nayaka)
alārikāra
sāmāgri
ūrjasvi (in Dandin)
hṛdayasaṃvāda

[ 330 ]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>identification with</td>
<td>tanmayībhāva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immersion</td>
<td>samāvesā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implicate</td>
<td>dhvani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impulsive utterance</td>
<td>ārjasvi (in Udbhata)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirect expression</td>
<td>vakrokti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>innate disposition</td>
<td>sāmśkāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instruction in, knowledge of (the ends of man)</td>
<td>vyutpatti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jealous anger</td>
<td>māna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language quality</td>
<td>ānāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leading female character</td>
<td>nāyikā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leading male character, protagonist</td>
<td>nāyaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liberation</td>
<td>mokṣa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love</td>
<td>kāma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love</td>
<td>prema (in Bhoja = śṛṅgāra, passion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manifestation</td>
<td>vyakti, vyatījanā, abhivyakti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morality</td>
<td>dharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narrative element</td>
<td>vastu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natural expression</td>
<td>svabhāvokti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object (of affect) (rarely, subject)</td>
<td>viśaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oscillation (between different rasas or emotions)</td>
<td>śabālatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passion</td>
<td>śṛṅgāra (in Bhoja)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“paths” or styles of literature</td>
<td>riti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predisposition</td>
<td>vāsanaḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preliminary dance</td>
<td>lāsyāṅga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process</td>
<td>vyāpāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proper term, actual word</td>
<td>svāsābda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propriety</td>
<td>aucitya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purport</td>
<td>tātparya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality (of language)</td>
<td>ānāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quiescence (of a rasa or emotion)</td>
<td>samāhita (in Udbhata; = śānti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rapture</td>
<td>camatkāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rasa-laden statement</td>
<td>rasavat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receptive, responsive viewer/reader</td>
<td>sahṛdaya, sacketāḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receptivity</td>
<td>sahṛdayatāḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relishing</td>
<td>carvanā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to savor</td>
<td>(ā)svad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary knowledge, of a knowledge</td>
<td>anuvyavasāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semblance of a rasa, of an emotion</td>
<td>rasābhāsa, bhāvābhāsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense of self</td>
<td>abhimāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensitivity (sometimes, psychic sensitivity)</td>
<td>sattva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stolidity</td>
<td>tamaḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to strengthen</td>
<td>upa + ci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject matter</td>
<td>tātparya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substratum, subject (of affect) (rarely, object)</td>
<td>āśraya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
supreme being

types of heroine
typological state
vainglorious, proud (sometimes, impetuous)
verbalization
viewer/reader
volatility
wealth, power

brahma
nāyikābheda
avasthā
uddhata
vāgārandha
bhāvaka (bhāvuka), śrotr, anusandhāyaka
rajaḥ
artha
Notes
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2. In the first category are KM, KD, Bhaktirasāyana; in the second, Agnipurāṇa (now known to be a late, probably eleventh-century, compilation), and Candrāloka, among others. BhP occupies a place apart: unlike the Agnipurāṇa, it was occasionally cited, but it is both derivative and too diffuse to properly excerpt.

3. The now-standard edition shows these traces everywhere. Chapter 6, for example, ends, "Such are the eight rasas" (6.83); Abhinavagupta had a different text before him ("There are thus nine and only nine rasas," he comments ad loc., ABh 1.335.8).

4. After long clinging to the translation "reproduction," I was convinced by Andrew Ollett of the greater applicability of this term. For an extended consideration (sometimes at odds with the analysis offered here), see Shulman 2012.

5. An onomatopoeic word, "making the sound chamat," a smacking of the lips that seems especially apposite for "aesthetics," or "feeling" (for a Shaiva etymology see IPV v. 3 p. 251). No one before Ananda had used the term, and he only once (DhA 4.16).

6. See Dhanika on DR 4.4cd-4.5ab, below.

7. Literally, "the erotic deceived" (SKĀ 5.56–58; ŠP pp. 1172–73; RAS p. 276).

8. For the eighth-century southerner Dandin, ūrjasvi is slightly deprecatory ("haughty declaration"); for the ninth-century northerner Udhhata, it indicates a moral lapse (the "impulsive").


10. For the former see Shridhara on KP 4.30; for the latter, NS 1.111.

11. Nyāyasūtra 1.1.17; for Bhasarvajna see Nyāyasāra p. 12.

12. The rasa raudra exemplifies the difficulty. It is typically translated, vaguely, as "rage" or "the furious"; NS 1.313–314 indicates that "the violent" is closer to what is intended (see Abhinava ad loc.: "Raudra is based on anger," and the domain of anger is, generally speaking, unlawful action," and RAS 2.131: "The locus of raudra is savages [krūrajana]").

13. The editions of the ŠP and KP principally used here are continuously paginated.
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2. Treatises on painting simply list the rasas and their associated colors (see for example Viṣṇudharmottarapurāṇa 3.30).

3. Shri Shankuka fragment #1a, below; on music and rasa, DhĀ pp. 405, 417; VV p. 100, Anantadasa (p. 72), SRĀ 7.1351 (“The learned hold that the principal element of the triple symphony is rasa”). Thus, while classical Indian aesthetic theory may well apply to all the “fine arts,” it never was in fact applied before the modern period (contrast M. Hiriyanna in Raghavan 1975: xv, among many others).

4. Bhatta Tota’s definition of creative imagination would be invoked repeatedly (see fragment #1, below).


6. The term rasāśāstra is found only once (in Jiva Gosvamin p. 110 [65.17], below), and may be peculiar to the Bengali Vaishnava tradition.

7. For this assessment of what is currently missing in literary theory, see Harpham 2005:24.

8. For Weber, see Gerth and Mills 1946: 340-43; the ideological reading is found in Eagleton 1990:3. Hegel’s Lectures on Fine Arts (1835) is structured, deeply if with no self-awareness, by the inequity of colonial judgment. For Arnold’s assertion a generation before Weber (1880), “Most of what now passes with us for religion and philosophy will be replaced by poetry,” see Muldoon 2006: 349.


11. See DhĀ pp. 87-88.


13. NS 7.2.

14. KĀ 1.51.

15. Bhatta Tota fragment #4; Bhatta Nayaka fragment #5.


17. For the NS it is the sattva of the actor that is at issue, for he cannot weep or sweat without intentionality.


19. NS 1.11.


22. Krishnamourthy 1968: 45 (few later scholars have appreciated this insight).

23. NS 1.282; 6.32-33. A “traditional verse” to the same effect is added.

24. Rudra Bhatta, Śṛṅgāratilaka 1.5. The statement makes better historical sense if the author is identified with Rudrata (early ninth century), rather than another scholar of the late tenth/early eleventh century (on their dates and possible identity, see Kane 1971: 158).

25. RKA 12.2, below.

26. The three mentioned here (rasavat, preyāḥ, and ūrjasvi) are discussed by Dandin, KĀ 2.273, below.
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27. Perhaps anticipating Anandavardhana's later distinction between rasa and “subordinate implicature” in his brief remark on the “elevated” figure (Krishnamoorthy 1979b: 305).
28. KASS 4.3-4.
29. Pratiharenduraja p. 50, below.
30. See McCrea 2009.
31. VJ p. 144, below.
32. The Candraloka (c. 1250) simply adds to the four emotion tropes given by Udbhata the remaining three stages of rasa as tropes in their own right (5.117–118). This conception continued into the seventeenth century (KD p. 291).
33. See Avaloka p. 206, below, for a classic example. “Narrative element” here and passim translates vastu, a fact, situation, or other component of the narrative (see Ingalls et al. 1990: 82).
34. There is dispute over which of the many types of “manifestation” is at work in literature. Contrast Ruyyaka, Kāvyapraṅkaśasamketa, p. 577, and Vishvanatha, SD 3.1, both given below.
35. DhĀ 2.1–2 and DhĀ 3.3; Ekāvali p. 85, below. Few later thinkers make this categorization an object of analysis; a rare exception is KD p. 149.
36. For Bhatta Nayaka see further below; for Dhanika, Avaloka, p. 211, below; for Mahima Bhatta, VV p. 70, 78, below, and passim.
37. KASS 4.3–4; Pratiharenduraja on 4.2, below.
38. Pollock 2007: 42–44 (inadvertently omitting Udbhata); see also MM 5.28, cited in ŠP p. 625, below.
40. VJ p. 146; Shri Shankuka, both below.
41. DhĀ pp. 80–83, below.
42. See “On Verbal Representation” below.
43. Bhatta Tota fragment #5; ŠP p. 3, both below.
44. Shridhara in KP p. 77.
45. See Dhanika’s introductory remarks on DR 4.36, below.
46. See ŠP vv. 7 and 11, below.
47. Raghavan 1975 charts this expansion (though without explaining it). For the devotional rasa, contrast Hemadri p. 167 and RG p. 56, both given below.
48. Compare RG pp. 35–36, below. At late as the turn of the fifteenth century, Singabhubula was denying the very existence of a peaceful rasa (the idea that spectators could experience such a rasa is like “parrots tasting bananas painted in a picture,” RAS p. 206).
49. Some emotions we might expect to see included but are not were evaluated as components of other emotions that are. The absence of hatred, for example, from the canonical list can be explained by the fact that it was thought of as “a mental state of harshness, whereas anger is the manifestation of hatred” (Frajnakaramati on Bodhicaryāvatāra p. 82.15). Darwin himself suggests that hatred expresses itself as anger or terror, whereas Ekman curiously defines it as “non-emotional” (Gross 2010: 51).
50. ABh 1.266.11–15; for the citations see KĀ 2.279, 281.
51. See Bhatta Lollata fragment #1a, below.
52. Wimsatt and Beardsley 1949: 51.
53. I find no conceptual difference in the distinction upacita/paripoṣa.
54. Harṣacarīta v. 8.
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55. SP p. 616, below. SKA is centrally concerned with āśrayaprakṛti, the nature of the sub-stratum of rasa, i.e., the main character.
56. Satapatha Brāhmaṇa xiii.5.4.1.
57. The distinction is not drawn in the Sanskrit, and cannot always be captured in translation.
59. A precise analogy works at the micro-level too: literary language, commonization, and pleasure parallel the “means” (sacrifice), “procedure” (recitation of mantras, inter alia), and “outcome” (heaven, inter alia), respectively, of ritual “actualization” (Pollock 2010:151–57).
60. Avaloka pp. 171, 173; ND p. 160, both below.
61. viśrānti, a concept that was to become central to Abhinavagupta’s theory.
62. Bhatta Nayaka fragment #3, below.
63. He had already appropriated his opponent’s three-part hermeneutic model (DhĀL p. 189).
64. Hemachandra, a close reader of Abhinava, incorporates this into his definition of rasa: what is “manifested” by the aesthetic elements is the stable emotion existing in the form of the predispositions of the viewer/reader (KA 2.1 vṛtti, p. 88).
65. DhĀL p. 188.3 (and compare pp. 52.7–8 and 189.4).
67. Ingalls et al. 1990:37. It may have been Bhatta Nayaka himself who first suggested the enlarged notion of “manifestation,” fragment #14, below.
68. See for example PR, ed. Raghavan, introduction p. 27.
69. ABh 1.285.17; DhĀL p. 155.5–6, ABh 1.278.11, 278.20 (alaukika).
70. Bhatta Tota fragment #2, below.
71. Fragment #6, below.
72. Perhaps first with Bhatta Narayana (ninth century); see Stainton 2013: 175–78.
73. The earliest reference in poetics literature, that of KASS, strikes me as an interpolation (chapter 1, n. 131), which is not to say it cannot have been borrowed from a lost work of Udbhata’s (compare Krishnamoorthy in NS vol. 1, p. 4). For an exhaustive history of the rasa see Raghavan 1975.
74. See p. 226.
75. Ruuyaka, on KP p. 779, below.
77. KP 35ab, below.
78. KASS 4.2, below. This is a forerunner to what comes to be called emotion poetry (bhāvakāśya) in contrast to rasa poetry (rasakāśya), though in fact the terminology is rarely used.
79. See especially the commentary of Paramananda Cakravartin on KP p. 793, below.
80. For these three points see, respectively, BhPu 1.1.3 (Vishvanatha Chakravarti and other commentators ad loc. adduce Bhatta Nayaka’s theory); BhPu 10.43.17 (Shridharasvamin ad loc. refers to “ancient authorities on supermundane rasa” when analyzing the passage); in his commentary on BhPu 1.1–3, Madhusudhana Sarasvati (c. 1600) calls the work a mahākāśya (Slokatrayatikā fol. 14r).
81. ABh 1.335.14 (bhakti is mentioned in connection with rasa nowhere else in the ABh or in the DhĀL), KA p. 106.15. We do not know whose position they were opposing.
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82. Others complicate this picture. In his Bhaktirasāyana, Madhusudana Sarasvati uses the language of aesthetics to explain the psychology of actual religious experience; when he reverts in chapter 3 to the standard literary conception, the gap between aesthetic and religious experience remains unbridged (he makes no reference to earlier bhakti rasa theory).

83. PS p. 70, below; for the denial of “secular” rasa, see Lokanatha on AK 5.72, below.

84. Lokanatha Chakravartin on AK 5.72, below.

85. I pass over statements such as Taittirīya Upaniṣad 27.2 raso vai saḥ, though cited by later thinkers like Jagannatha.

86. Bhatta Nayaka #1a; DR 4.43 and Avaloka there and on 4.1, below. Abhinava reports on a Vedanta position in ABh 1.37.21.

87. ABh 1.286.1, 37.19, 271.5, 276.7–8. His concept of aesthetic “hindrances,” for example (ABh 1.274, below), has little in common with the vijnānas of Kashmir Saivism (though compare ABh 1.284 with IPV V 2, p. 178), while his formulation of aesthetic awareness as “repose in one’s own unhindered consciousness” (1.261.7; compare 273.8, 278.12, 284.20) differs from what was to come.

88. Vidyaranya’s Pañcadasi (c. 1350).

89. The key term is āvaranabhaṅga (or bhagnāvaranatva). Jagannatha is merely seeking a time-honored lineage for this innovation when he associates it with Abhinava (RG p. 26, below); it is terminology Abhinava himself never uses (see chapter 6 n. 188).

90. For the first see SSS p. 101, for the second (derivatively), RG p. 27, both given below.

91. SKA 5.8; SP p. 628 (alankāra is to be taken in the widest possible sense).


93. Ruyyaka employs the technical term prayoga, analytical operation, used in both grammar and logic, for his dissection of the peaceful rasa (above n. 75).

94. See especially chapter 24 (where “nature,” “role,” and social status are complexly intertwined); see Abhinava’s restatement in ABh 1.276–77, below.

95. On humor, see NS 6.51; Abhinava discusses fear at ABh 1.325.14.

96. If the loved one is not lost forever, we have the “erotic thwarted” (NS 1.304; compare RG p. 32, though contrast Śṛṅgāratilaka 2.1, 93).

97. NS 6.62 and 1.311 (iṣṭa, iṣṭajana), ABh 1.290 (bandhu). Abhinava dismisses (the Buddhist?) Shri Shankuka’s idea that karuṇa has anything to do with dayā, compassion (ABh 1.311). On semblance and the comic, see ABh 1.289.14, below.

98. The same occurs with “heroic perfection” (vīryapāramitā), where uṣāha is determination not for martial victory but for spiritual merit (kuśalotsāhā, Bodhicaryāvatāra 7.2).

99. The standard list of topics is found first in KASS 4.7, below, which provides the model for Dhā 2.3 (which, however, only mentions “semblance” in passing and offers no detailed account).

100. KASS 4.5–4.7, below.

101. Narayana Rao and Shulman 2012: 163; see also Ingalls et al. 1990: 37 (contrast, for example, the explicit statement of AK p. 133, given below). As Abhinava notes, Ravana’s desire for Sita is not illicit under his own moral regime. It is no less real than Rama’s, and a semblance only for us, not for him (ABh 1.289).

102. Implausibility is the first of Abhinava’s hindrances (ABh 1.275), and one of the last of Mammata’s “flaws” (KF 7.62, below). Someshvara ad loc. discusses revisions in the Rāmāyaṇa required to meet social normativity, see chapter 4 n. 353). Anandavardhana insists on the poet’s obligation to alter a narrative in the interests of rasa (Dhā p. 334, below).
103. RG, p. 123, below. The semblance or otherwise of rasa in animals is another topic heatedly discussed, especially by Vidyadhara (Ekāvali p. 106, below) and Singahupala (RAS p. 297, below), and it is not trivial. Abhinava begins his reconstruction of rasa theory with a discussion of the fear in the doe in AS (ABh 1.273, below), which Kuntaka adduces to prove the very absence of rasa (chapter 1 n. 308, below).

104. For rasodaya, -sānti, -sandhi, and -sabalatā, see for example RT chapter 8.

105. DhĀ 3.17-19; Avaloka pp. 196–201; KP 7.64, all given below.

106. KP 7.62, below. The poem is cited first in this context by Abhinavagupta (DhĀL p. 362). Compare also Arjunavarmandeva on AmŚ v. 30.

107. Elixir for the Rasika, p. 4, below. See also DhĀ p. 195; Avaloka 4.65; ŚP 11.38; KP 7.6 v. 340. Unattested, however, prior to the mid-seventeenth century.

109. In fact, the NŚ itself alludes to this (1.113).

110. KASS 4.3–4, below

111. DR 1.6; Bhatta Nayaka fragment #7, below.

112. DhĀL pp. 40–41.


114. ABh 1.261;1.36, below.

115. ABh. 1.292.20; ABh 1.276, below.


117. As in Aristotle; see Cohen 2004.

118. SD 3.3, 3.8cd, below. Two centuries earlier Ruuyyaka offered a similar if less developed rationale; see his comment on KP p. 577, below.

119. ABh 1.281, 285, below. Other thinkers like Bhoja make the same argument on the basis of a Samkhya psychology where sattva, or sensitivity, is a personality variable.

120. The long list of vanished masterpieces includes, besides all the commentators on the Treatise on Drama before Abhinava (Udbhata, Bhatta Lollata, Shri Shankuka), Udbhata's Exege­sis of Bhamaha (Bhāmahāvivarana), Bhatta Lollata's Exegesis of Rasa (Rasavivarana), Bhatta Naya­ka's Mirror of the Heart, Dhanika's Analysis of Literature (Kavyanirnaya), Bhātta Tota's Literary Investigations and Abhinava's commentary on it, Kashishvaramishra's Inquiry Into Rasa (Rasamimamsā), Naraharisuri's Exposition of Rasa (Rasanirupana), Dharmadatta's work (its title is unknown), and the authors whose names are not even known) cited in VV, Avaloka, Ekāvali.

121. ND (four mss.); ŚP (three); ABh (possibly just two, with seven fragmentary parts); VK (only partly preserved); ABh in many places is deeply corrupt; NŚ mss. in their profusion and disagreement defy synthesis.

122. ŚP, ABh, and ND are prominent instances.

123. Anandavardhana wrote on Buddhist logic, Abhinavagupta on Shaiva theology, as did Bhoja in addition to his work on yoga philosophy; Hemachandra on epistemology, logic, and yoga; Ramachandra on logic; Mallinatha on logic and Mimamsa; Rajacudamani Dikshita on a wide variety of systems.

124. There is little doubt that Vijnanavadins participated in rasa discourse; see ABh 1.274.6, and ABh 1.37.21, below (four positions on aesthetic experience belonging apparently to Buddhists, logicians, Prabhakara Mimamsakas, and Vedantins).

125. ŚP p. 374.

126. For Jagannatha's affiliation to Pustimarg Vaishnavism see Pollock 2001a: 409.

127. There is an apparent misrepresentation in the case of Bhatta Nayaka's core idea of the four "mental planes" of reader response; see ABh 1. 271.4, DhĀL p. 183.3 (Mallinatha on
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Ekāvali p. 96 also misunderstands). DR 4.43 and Dhanika ad loc., below, offer the correct analysis.

128. Jayaratha on AS p. 12. Ruyyaka’s own father, Tilaka, shows a less committed attitude toward chronology, indifferent as he is to the fact that Udbhata could have known nothing of a theory of implicature in aesthetics formulated at least a half-century after he lived (on KASS 4.2).


130. Hemachandra, his students Ramachandra and Gunachandra, and an anonymous commentator on a lost treatise on rhetoric (KLV) knew the ABh, but none of their works circulated outside of Gujarat. A commentator on DhĀL (Krishnamoorthy 1988) may represent a fifth case, but his time and place are unknown. I have been unable to confirm Kavi’s claims about an ABh “epitome” by Purnasarasvati (c. 1400) and two other echoes (NŚ, ed. Kavi 1926: 10).

131. See e.g., ABh 1.36.21; 37.11, 18, 24; 173.15.

132. Note that anuvyavasāya is not used in the DhĀL at all; in Abhinava’s philosophical writings it has the sense familiar from epistemology (see, e.g., IPV v. 1, p. 39).

133. Though see SD 5.5 (p. 271 ed. NSP), and Pollock 2012: 248–49.

134. Of a piece with this oversight is Jayaratha’s assessment of Bhatta Nayaka; see n. 128 above.

135. See ABh 1.275.6 (sāmānya in NŚ 1.342 has an unrelated meaning), 1.270. Similarly Dhanika (on DR 4.2, see n. 100 there).


137. Pollock 1998a: 141 (citing also Eagleton 1990). More generally, literary fiction is currently being studied for its contribution to Theory of Mind (identifying and understanding others’ mental states); see for example Kidd and Castano 2013.

138. Narayana Rao et al. 1992. His “logicization” of rasa’s intellectual history leads to numerous errors: there is no evidence Bhatta Lollata was aware of the application of rasa theory to narrative poetry (KD p. 140); nowhere in our extant materials does Shri Shankuka ascribe the “relishing of rasa” to the audience (p. 145, the very phrase carvyamāna rasaḥ is Abhinavagupta’s); “the notion that rasa is ‘revealed’ in the audience’s self” is not the Anandavardhana doctrine of “manifestation” against which Bhatta Nayaka argued—he saw that doctrine as pertaining to a verbal process, not the psychological one Abhinava later proffered in its stead (p. 146).

139. I am thinking of Rasacandrika of Vishveshvara (c. 1700) and Rasamāṁśā of Gangarama Jade (c. 1800). The Rasamahāṛṇava of the celebrated logician Gokulanatha Upadhyaya (c. 1700) has in fact to do not with rasa at all but rather with dhvani.

140. Venidatta’s Rasakaustubha (c. 1700) is a good example of poetry without analysis, despite the intellectual brilliance Venidatta shows in his commentary on Bhanu himself (RT, ed. Pollock 2009: xl). The same is even truer of Vishveshvara, and to some extent, Gangarama; see ibid. pp. xxxix–xl.

141. Ollett 2012; Behl 2012; Busch 2014.

142. From the portions available to me, the Rasasindhu of Paundarika Ramesvara (post-Bhanudatta, probably seventeenth century, pace Gode 1934), for example, seems like a primer for an elementary rasa exam—which may be exactly what it was.

143. RT 6.1; DhĀ pp. 24–26, for example.

144. pārśadaprasiddhi.
145. RG p. 56, below.

146. See for example Narayana Rao and Shulman 2013: 70. Note that the Naiṣadhiyacarīta itself is adduced by Vidyadharā in his discussion of the “erotic thwarted” (see Ekāvali p. 104), and read by commentators on the poem accordingly (see, e.g., Narayana on 18.3). The rise of the phenomenally popular nāyikābheda genre in Brajbhasha and other languages—where poets read rasa theory and wrote along its lines—offers even more persuasive counter-evidence.

147. Although little studied, plays in Sanskrit continued to be written and performed at royal courts in both north and south India well into the seventeenth century.


149. Paramananda Cakravartin, on KP p. 793, below.


153. ABh 1.283, below.


155. Specific questions could of course provoke disagreement. There were continued debates about the principal rasa of a literary work, even in the case of the Rāmāyana (see Bhatta Nrisimha p. 223.1, below).

156. “Of the Standard of Taste”; “Of the Delicacy of Taste and Passion.”

157. ABh 1.36, below.

158. Additional material is offered in Pollock 2001c.


161. Wimsatt and Beardsley 1949: 48, 44.

162. This was true of Beardsley himself (his description of aesthetic experience could have been written by Abhinava, 1981: lxii).

163. See for example Thrailkill 2007 (the novel); Robinson 2005 (music); Clough and Halley 2007 (the social); Plamper 2010 (the history of emotions); Rosenwein 2005 (emotion in history); Leys 2011 (new cognitive theories).

1. THE FOUNDATIONAL TEXT, C. 300, AND EARLY THEORISTS, 650–1025

1. P 4.3.110; Kalidasa, Mālavikāgnimitra, Act 1, v. 15+.

2. RG pp. 34–35, below.


4. The first mention in the scholarly tradition outside the NS is in the early ninth century with Udbhata (4.4; possibly an interpolation, see n. 131 below). Dhanika (on DR 4.35) observes that the NS does not mention it. (For early references outside alāṅkārśāstra, see Raghvan 1975: 24.)

5. ABh 1.333.


7. NS 6.51, p. 308.

8. NS 1.342 (compare n. 46 below on the use of abhivyakti).

9. NS 1.282.